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Abstract 
Tital of Thesis: Feminism in the Art of Virginia Woolf 
Name: Patricia L. Richards 
Thesis Directed By: Carl F. Strauch, Professor of English 
·This study examines the relation between the feminist ideas in 
Virginia Woolf's nonfictional works: A Room of One 1s Own, Three 
Guineas, "Professions for Women·," and "Women in Fiction•• and 
·those of spok~swomen of the current Women'~ Liberation move-
ment. Each topic considered in the nonfiction is then analyzed as 
it is woven through Virginia Woolf's novels: Mrs. Dalloway, To 
The Lighthouse, and The Waves. 
Myths of the past are studied as they are ~sc·ussed irt the non-
fiction of Virginia Woolf and of modern feminist writers. Both 
conclude that in the literature of the past dualistic images of 
' 
woman are present which portray woman as being either extremely 
good or extremely e:vil. Because of this ·polarity, woman has · 
;, .t 
:rarely if ever been viewed as a real human being. 
The novels of· Virginia Woolf are then studied in an attempt to 
show that Ms. Woolf moved beyond this dualism and developed 
female characters who are neither on pede·stals nor downtrodden. · · 
I 
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Her characters are complex individuals who assert their humanity. 
The nonfictional works of Ms. Woolf and of the later feminists 
are compared in terms of the way both view woman as a veiled 
presence who has been concealed and forced into a state of ano-
ny~ty by veils of mystery, deception, assumption of a man's 
name, and chastity. 
The novels of Virginia Woolf are analyzed in terms of these 
same veils indicating that there are strong parallels between Ms. 
Woolf1·s fictional and factual treatment of the feminine experience. 
The novels show women struggling with these veils in an attempt to 
assert themselves as individuals struggling not to be bound by the 
definitions others have formulated for them. 
The thesis concludes by reiterating that question which 
Virginia Woolf asked early in this century and which women are 
again asking themselves in the present, "What is a Woman? 11 Fol-
lowing Virginia Woolf, the women of today are seeking answers to- -
this question. They seek new female images., especially new self-
images, which will allow them to move beyond the sex-role stereo-
types that have botllld them in the past. More urgently, however, 
they need strong and secure self-images that will free them from 
the guilt they have been _conditioned to feel if they choose not to re .. 
main anonymo·us. Hopefully., one day each individual woman will 
finally be free and strong enough to find her own answer to Virginia 
Woolf1s concise but infintely complex question. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 
Virginia Woolf, a woman whose art so often dealt with women, 
expressed her views on the oppression of women with force in her 
nonfiction. Her essays., biographies, and books convey her deep 
concern about the culturally imposed disability of her sex. In-
volvement with questions regarding the position of women did not 
end with her nonfiction, however. Her novels are dominated by 
women who are concerned in one way or another with the problem 
of their identity as women. Virginia Woolf is capable of rendering 
• 
the feminine consciousness with delicate sensitivity. The recur-
rent themes of her fiction are related to her own personal conflicts 
a_s_ a, woman and artist. Parallels can be drawn between many of 
these themes and major issues of the feminist movement. In this 
paper I will attempt to analyze the art of Virginia Woolf and to re-
late it to the questions about women which are being raised and. 
discussed so vehemently today. 
Virginia Woolf looked back in retrospect in analyzing the prob-
lems of women. In doing so she seems-to--have anticipated the 
present resurgence of the feminist movement. Her art utilized 
this combination of anticipation and retrospect in the development of 
character consciousness. , She regarded the present as that mo-
3 
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ment when anticipation flows into retrospect. 1 The problem of 
this paper will be that of pointing out some ideas that may be ex-
tracted from the flux and analyzed in terms of the present as it 
flows into the future. 
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Chapter II: Dualistic Images of Woman in Myths of the Past 
An early essay by Virginia Woolf dealing with the position of 
women in fiction was based upon two papers read to the Arts So-
ciety at .Newnham and the Odtaa at Girton in October, 1928. The 
final expanded essay· w·a·s entitled, A Room of One's Own. -Many 
o.f the ideas mentioned in this essay relate to specific concepts 
·which have been explored and researched more completely in the 
/ 
literature of the present-day women's liberation movement. Ms. 
Woolf seems to have understood what has only recently been ques-
tioned in depth. 
One such conce·pt that troubled Ms. Woolf considerably is the 
discrepancy so readily apparent when one compares the image of 
' 
women as portrayed (largely by men) in fiction with the contrasting 
sordid reality of their lives. She writes: 
Indeed, if woman had no existence save in.the fiction 
written by men, one would imagine her a person of ut-
most importance; very various; heroic and mean; 
splendid and sordid; infinitely beautiful and hideous in 
the extreme; as great as a man, some think even great-
er. But this is a woman in fiction. In fact, as Pro-
fessor_ Trevelyan points out, she was locked up, beaten 
and flung about the room. 
A very queer, composite being thus emerges. Imagina-
tively she is of the highest importance; practically she 
is completely insignificant. She pervades poetry from 
cover to comer; she is all but absent from history •. 
She dominates the lives of kings and conquerors in fie-
s 
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tion; in fact she was the slave of any boy whose par-
ents forced a ring upon her finger.. Some of the most 
inspired words, some of the most profound thoughts in 
literature fall from her lips; in real life she could 
hardly read, could scarcely spell, and was the prop-
erty of her husband. 
It was certainly an odd monster that one made up hr 
reading the historians first and the poets afterwards--
a worm winged like an eagle; the spirit yf life and 
beauty in a kitchen chopping up suet. • . 
More recent stu~ies also consider the images 6f woman that 
have been traced through a number of different historical periods. 
These studies deal with the contrast between the images ··as pre-
senteg and the reality of the lives of actual women. I wish to"spend 
some time in presenting a brief overview of those aspects of these 
works that are particularly relevant in a discussion of Virginia 
Woolf. Three feminist writers, Cecelia Wallace, Kate Millett, 
and Simone de Beauvoir, discuss views of woman in early myths 
and legends. Analysis of this aspect of their research is appro-
. priate here for two reasons. First of all, these women, with Vir-
ginia Woolf, have noticed a dualistic trend evident in myth and 
legend regarding images of woman. They too point out what Ms. 
Woolf was aware of when she described these polarities as being 
11
- -heroic and mean; splendid and sordid; infinitely beautiful and 
hideous in the extreme--." Secondly, such an analysis of myth and 
legend seems es·pecially important in a study of the works of Vir-
ginia Woolf because of her utilization of mythic elements in her 
. 6 
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novelso 
Cecelia Wallace has written about her historical investigation 
of neolithic roots of current attitudes toward women. Some of her 
findings are worthy of comment. She finds that during the period of 
- natural religion in pre-history the concept of woman as being either 
good or evil was prevalent. She studies the cult of the Mother-
Goddess, which dates back to approximately 8,000 B. C., revealing 
that the ancients believed in a feminine principle which was dual-
istic in nature. There was a good aspect (fertile soil was provided) 
. 
and an evil one (infertility, volcanoes, and earthquakes). Sacri-
·-· fices·-had to be made--sometimes of h·uinan victims--to appease this 
inconstant deity. 2 
Ms. Wallace also,·points out -the connection of woman with the 
·cults of the dead. The ancients recognized the close relationship 
between the good and evil aspects of woman. Woman, as the source 
. of life, was ultimately the one who began the ·process that ended iri 
death. Hence, the rites of the dead were turned over to women. 
This association of femininity with the power of life and death is 
an extremely important one in myth and legend. It is at least par ... 
tially responsible for many attitudes concerning women which pre-
vail to the present day. 
More thorough investigations of the dualistic images of woman 
• (i 
in religious myth and legend are conducted by Kate Millett and 
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Simone de Beaw.oir. Each writer discusses both the good and evil 
aspects of the feminine dichotomy. I have decided to include here a 
summary of their research regarding several myths which are 
especially significant in Western culture. 
Kate Millett investigates two important myths which link women 
:and the beginnings of evil--the tale of Pandora and the Biblical 
story of Adam and Eve. She explains each of these legends as being 
basically stories of the origins of sexual knowledge and activity in 
humanity.- In each of these myths a father figure punishes his chil-
dren for adult heterosexuality. 3 
Alternate versions of the myth of Pandora point up the dichot-
Qmy in the image of the woman as be~ng either good or evil. In both 
stories Pandora, the first woman, was endowed with-all the gifts of 
the gods. Her name means all-gifted. She was created by Jupiter 
and sent to Prometheus and his brother Epimetheus and became the 
wife of the latter. In the first version of the story she was sent as 
a punishment to the ·Titans and man because the Titans had stolen 
fire from heaven and man had accepted it. The second story ex-
plains that Jupiter sent Pandora to the Titans and mank.ind as a 
blessing. In either case Pandora is responsible for the coming of 
evil into the world. ~n the first version Pandora opened a box in the 
··house of Epim.etheus which had .contained all kinds of evils. Her 
curiosit_y overcame. her and she looked inside. All the evils escaped 
8 
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and scattered. She replaced the lid but nearly everything had es-
caped. Only hope remained inside the box. 
The second version also speaks of a box. This was brought 
with Pandora and contained gifts of the gods--her dowry. She· 
opened the lid carelessly and all the blessings were lost except 
hope, which again remained. 4 
, I 
Kate Millett interprets the Greek myth in sexual terms. The 
vessel that is opened, Pandora's box, is viewed as being the vulva 
or hymeno The seeking of sexual knowledge and the initiation of 
sexual activity are seen as the real evils, and the punishment that 
is sent to mankind is punishment for :a·dJJ.lt heterosexual knowledge 
and activity. 5 
.. 
The Biblical story of·:the Fall of Man is als,.o analyzed because 
it too cites the female as the principal cause of suffering and evil. 
Kate Millett stresses the enormous power this myth still holds for 
us. ''It is impossible to assess how deeply embedded in our con-
sciousness is the Eden legend and how utterly its patterns are 
planted in our habits of thought (p. 52). She interprets the myth as 
a narrative involving the human discovery of sexuality. The-woman 
' 
is blamed for being tempted to eat of the fruit of the tree of knowl-
edge of good and evil. The sexual implications of the story are 
.. J 
pointed out: the Hebrew verb for ''eat'' can also mean intercourse, 
. -
throughout the Bible "to knq,w" usually refers to ·c~rnal knowledge, 
9 
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and the serpent is really a phallic symbol. Tempted by the phallic 
snake, Eve is given ·primary blame for Adam's participation in sex. 
Both are punished as in the Pandora myth. The real crime of Adam 
and Eve is that of adult heterosexuality. 
Simone de Beauvoir also does a very comprehensive study of 
the dualistic nature of woman as traced through the myths and 
legends of antiquity. She shows how throughout history woman has 
always been regarded as the other: thus she was never really al-
lowed to be human. "Condemned to play the part of the other, 
woman was also condemned to hold only uncertain power: slave or 
idol, it was never she who chose her lot. tt6 Simone de Beauvoir 
questions the dualism that is part of this otherness. She says: 
But if woman is depicted as the Praying Mantis, the 
mandrake, the Demon, then it is most confusin·g to 
find in woman also the Muse, the Goddess Mother, 
Beatrice. 
As group symbols and social ty·pes are generally de-
fined by means of antonyms in pairs, ambivalence 
will seem to be an intrinsic quality of the Eternal 
Feminine. The saintly mother has for correlative the 
cruel stepmother, the angelic young girl has the per-
verse virgin; thus it will be said sometimes that 
Mother equals Life, sometimes that Mother equals 
dedicated to the devil (pp. 238-239) 
The myth is so various, so contradictory, that at first 
its unity is not discerned: Delilah and Judith, Aspasia 
and Lucretia, Pandora and Athena--a woman is at once 
Eve and the.Virgin Mary. (p. 133) 
• 
. If woman in the guise of Pandora or Eve was responsible for ~ •. ·-~,I.•·•.-., .• ,-. 
bringing evil into the world, woman was also the ·source of man's 
10 
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salvation in the person of the Virgin Mary. The virginity cult that 
arose within Christianity during the Middle Ages presented the 
world with an exalted image of woman. 11She is the inverse aspect 
of Eve the sinner; she_crushes the serpent underfoot; she is the 
mediatrix of salvation, as Eve was of damnation (p. 159). Un-
stained by carnality, she is glorified in the role of Virgin Mother 
because Mary willingly _acc-epts her subservient role with the words, 
:f,1 :am the servant of the: Lord" (p. 160).'. Thus, part of the awe-
_s·o:meness of mate:rni(y is removed: "Maternity as a natural phe-
·no.menon confers no power" (p. 160). By accepting the will of God, 
·s··he- is subordinated to man. 11As servant, woman is entitled to the 
-mo~t splendid deification'' (p. 160). And so literature, painting, 
-~CJ.1lpt,1r·e·,, -music, architecture and drama all became vehicles for 
·ve1le.ra.tio11, of the Virgin Mary. 
11· 
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Chapter III: Moving Beyond Dualistic Images of the Past: 
The Novels of Virginia Woolf. 
At this point· it seems most appropriate to turn the discussion 
to the·-female characters in the novels of Virginia Woolf Her char-
acterizations relate to many of the ideas that I have mentioned con-
cerning mythic origins of feminine images. 
The Mother-Goddess image is very evident in Virginia Woolf's 
novel The Waves in the J)er~on of Susan~ 0 Susan is on.e of the six 
~- friends whose lives are traced through early childhood to late adult-
hood. Even as a young woman she identifies with nature-- ''I am not 
a woman, but the light that falls on this gate, on this ground. I am 
I 
.-· 
the seasons, I think sometimes, January, May, November; the mud, 
the mist, the dawn. irl · When she is slightly older the same wish to 
be a kind of fertility goddess is expressed, "I shall like like a field 
bearing crops in rotation; in the summer heat will dance over me; 
in the winter I shall be cracked with the cold. But heat and cold 
will follow each other naturally without my willing or unwilling. My 
children will carry me on. • • I shall be debased and hidebound by 
the bestial and beautiful passion of maternity" {pp. 266-267) In 
the prime of womanhood Susan··;says, ''I am glutte4 with natural hap-
12 
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piness. Yet more will come, more children; more cradles, more 
baskets in the kitchen and hams ripening; and onions glistening; and 
more beds of lettuce and potatoes. I am blown like a leaf by the 
gale; now brushing the wet grass, now whirled up" (p. 295). As a 
more mature woman she can look back on her life and say that "l 
have had peaceful, productive years. • . I have seen. my sons and 
daughters, once nettled over like fruit in their cots, break the · 
meshes and walk with me, taller than I am, casting shadows on the 
grass'' (p. 308). 
There is also something of the mythic in Mrs. Dalloway, and 
many of the ancient images of woman are utilized in Virginia 
Woolf's characterization of Clarissa. She, too, is the goddess 
Daphne: ''• .• she being part, she was positive, of the trees at 
home. • . being laid out like a mist between the people she knew 
best, who lifted her on their branches as she had seen the trees lift 
the mist, but it spread ever so far, her life, herself. 11 2 To Lucy 
she is deified as a kind of Diana when Lucy "taking Mrs. Dalloway' s 
parasol, handled it like a sacred weapon which a Goddess, having 
acquitted herself honourably in the field of battle, sheds, and placed 
it in the umbrella standtt (pp. 43-44). When Richard thinks of her 
he associates her with f~owers and wishes "- -to come in holding 
something. Flowers? Yes, flowers, since·he did not trust his 
13 
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taste in gold; any number of flowers, roses, orchids, to celebrate 
what was, r·eckoning things as you will, an event; this feeling 
about her.. " (p. 174). Later she is described as a kind of sea 
nymph. 11She wore ear~rings, and a.silver-green mermaid1s dress. 
.-• 
Lolloping on the waves and braiding her tresses she seemed, having 
that gift still; to be; to exist; to sum it all up in the moment as 
she passed ••• " (p. 264). 
The concept of Mother-Goddess is most evident in Virginia 
Woolf's portrayal of Mrs. Ramsay in To the Lighthouse. Mrs. 
Ramsay possesses many of the qualities of the dominant female 
principle. She is Daphne to James, who 11felt her rise in a rosy-
flowered fruit tree laid with leaves and dancing boughs. 113 And later 
''she grew still like a tree which has been tossing and quivering and 
' 
now, when the breeze falls, settles, leaf by leaf, into quiet" (p. 
~ 77). She is a Greek Goddess to Mr. Bankes, who "saw her at the 
.:-· - r ., . 
end of the line very clearly Greek, straight, blue-eyed. How in .. 
congruous it seemed to be telephoning t<? a woman like that. The 
Graces assembling seemed to have joined hands in meadows of as-
phodel to compose that face'' (p. 177). Mr. Tansley sees her as a 
goddess of nature "with stars in her eyes and veils in her hair, with 
cyclamen and wild violets. o • • Ste·pping through fields of flowers 
and taking to her breast buds that had broken and lambs that had 
_ fallen; with the stars in her eyes and the wind in her hair 11 (p. ZS). 
~-
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Concentration is on the s·piritual woman. Mrs. Ramsay, though a 
fertility goddess, is seemingly devoid of carnality. She, like the 
Virgin Mary_, is cast in the role of glorified mother. The cor-
respondence between Mrs. Ramsay and the Virgin Mary is carried 
I 
out in the novel's symbolism. Mrs. Ramsay identifies with the 
lighthouse: "she praised herself in praising the light11 (p. 97). She 
is distant and unapproachable like the lighthouse. She too is a wel-
.ct>me sight to travelers in the flux. People who are lost look to her 
£or direction. It is significant that all these ideas can also be re-
lated to the Virgin Mary. In Roman Catholic practice in particular 
where veneration of the Virgin Mother is still a very real part of 
religious practice, the title "Morning Star" is often given to Mary 
since she is said to provide a light for travelers to steer by. 4 
The fertility goddess, Mrs. Ramsay is described as a fountain 
pouring "erect into the air a rain of energy, a column of spray; 
looking at the same time animated and alive as if all her energies 
were being fused into force, burning and illuminating. 
• • this deli-
cious fecundity, this fountain and spray of life!' (p. 58). 
Mrs. Ramsay is, especially to Lily Briscoe, the idealized 
woman of the age of chivalry, the lady. of the fountain in the Mabino-
• 
geon who provides water and food to Owain. S·he is described by a 
maiden as being "the fairest, and the most chaste, and the most 
--
liberal, and the most noble of women. She is my mistress, and she 
15 
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is called the Countess of the Fountain. 115 The description might 
have been uttered by Lily Briscoe about Mrs. Ramsay and the Vir-
.. 
gin Mary in the fountain imagery. Litanies from ~he Middle Ages 
address the Virgin Mary: ''Most high Virgin, thou art the fertile 
Dew, the -Fountain of Joy, the Channel of pity, the Well of living 
waters which cool our fervors. - - 116 
After looking at Virginia Woolf's use of myth in three of her 
characterizations, one might be led to make the as sum·ption that she 
-~::r 
is as guilty as the male writers she criticizes in A Room of One•s 
Own. She does use the classic mythic devices to some extent in her 
portrayal of women. She emphasizes woman as being in part a kind 
of goddess or Virgin Mary; she s,eldom portrays Eves or Pandoras . 
• a "I I . 
Aware of the polarities which men have chosen in their presentation 
of feminine characters, she at least choose.s to stress the good ex-
treme. However, one would be very wrong to class1fy Ms. Woolf 
with those she criticizes. There is a very significant difference be-
tween them. Virginia Woolf.,· while utilizing the ideal aspects of 
I 
myth and legend., is careful to always allow her female characters 
their humanity. They are never presented as "the other" that 
1Simone de Beauvoir speaks of. Virginia Woolf balances her char-
acterizations· so that the women she creates are not simply ideals in 
the guise of Daphne or the Virgin Mary. Her women are far too 
complex for this type of rendition. She forces them to jump from 
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the pedestals on which men, as writers and as characters in her 
novels, have placed them. They shatter the ideals. They assert 
their humanity. 
'~· ' In The Waves Susan's physical appearance is mentioned several 
times as she moves through life. The description is neither ''in-
finitely beautiful" nor "hideous in the extreme." We are presented 
with the vision of a very real woman-'when Susan says that she 
"feels Jenny1'·s laughter curl its tongues of fire round me and light 
up unsparingly my shabby dress, my square-tipped fingernails, 
which I at once hide under the tablecloth11 (p. 259). This same de-
fensive woman is spoken of later when Neville says, "I want to 
diminish your hostility, your green eyes fixed on mine, and yo·ur 
shabby dress, your rough hands, and all the other emblems of your 
maternal splendour--have·stuck like a limpet to the same rock" (p. 
324). The aging Susan describes herself as being 1'Rather squat, 
grey before my time, but with clear eyes, pear-shaped eyes'' (p . 
309). 
Susan is also aware of the limitations of her own glorification of 
the role of mother. She says, "Yet sometimes I am sick of natural 
happiness., and fruit growing, and children scattering the house with., 
oars, guns, skulls, books won for prizes and other trophies. I am 
sick of the body., I am sick of my own ·craft, industry and cunning, 
of the unscrupulous ways of the mother who ·protects, who collects 
17 
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under her jealous eyes at one long table her own children, always 
her own" (p. 308-309). Susan elucidates these unscrupulous ways 
of motherhood: 
I shall be debased and hidebound by the bestial and 
beautiful passion of maternity. I shall push the for-
tunes of my children unscrupulously. I shall hate 
those who see their faultso I shall lie basely to help 
them. I shall let them wall m~ a\Yay from you. Also, 
I am torn with jealousy. I hate Jinny because she -" 
shows me that my hands are red, my nails bitten. I 
love with such ferocity that it kills me when the object 
of my love shows by a phrase that he can escape. He 
escapes, and I am left dutching at a string that slips 
in and out among the leaves on the tree-tops. I do 
not understand phrases. (pp. 266-267) 
Susan is characterized as a very real woman who ha·s not 
achieved personal fulfillment and who is very much aware of her 
limitations. She feels a frustration because she has not been able 
to move beyond these limitations. She asks, ''What shock can 
·loosen my laboriously gathered, relentlessly pressed-down life?'' 
(p. 308). She says that she can 1'feel the waves of life tossed, 
broken, round me who am rooted" (p. 309). Always looking beyond 
her rootedness, Susan expresses her dissatisfaction: "Still I gape 
like a young bird, unsatisfied, for something that has esca·ped me" 
(p. 338). 
·, 
So, too, with Clarissa Dalloway. She is not completely 
idealized--her human faults are mentioned. Although she ·possesses 
qualities reminiscent of a sea nymph, she isn't really one for she is 
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growing older: "But age had brushed her; even as a mermaid might 
behold in her glass the setting sun on some very clear evening over 
the waves. There was a breath of tenderness; her severity, her 
prudery, her woodenness were· all warmed through now" (p. 264)0 
Peter comments on her aging: 11She1s grown older, he thought, sit-
ting down. I shan't tell her anything about it., he thought. for she ls 
grown older" (p. 60). Clarissa is also very aware of ''feeling her-.,~-~' 
self suddenly shrivelled, aged, breastless, the grinding, blowing, 
flowering of the day., out of doors, out of the window., out of her 
body and brain which now failed" (p. 45 ). At times Clarissa may 
ap·pear to be a goddess, 'but 11-she -had a narrow pea- stick figure;· a 
ridiculous little face, beaked like a birid 1s" (p. 14). Clarissa wish-
es that she could have been different in appearance and in manner: 
"She would have been, like Lady Bexborough, slow and stately; 
rather large; interested in politics like a man; with a country 
house; very dignified, very sincere" (p. 14). 
Peter speaks of a coldness in Clarissa's manner, "it was her 
manner that annoyed him; timid; hard; something arrogant; un .. 
imaginative; prudish" (p. 89). Clarissa herself is aware of her 
r· 
prudishness and feels that she has failed Richard: ''she could not 
dispel a virginity preserved through childbirth which clung to her 
like a sheet. Lovely in girlhood., suddenly there came a moment--
for example on the river beneath the woods at Cliveden--when., 
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through some contraction of this cold spirit, she had failed him'' 
{p. 46). 
The human aspects of Clarissa Dalloway extend beyond manner 
and physical appearance. Her greatest fault seems to lie in her so-
cial aspirations. We are shown the rather unpleasant qualities 
which accompany the maintenance of a social position. Peter ob-
serves that Clarissa Dalloway "frittered her time away., lunching., 
dining., giving these incessant parties of hers., talking nonsense, 
saying things she didn1t mean, blunting the edge of her mind., losing 
' . ~ 
her discrimination'' (pp. 118-119). He also criticizes Clarissa•s 
social striving: "The obvious thing to say of her was that she was 
worldly; cared too much for rank and society and getting on in the 
world" {p. 115). Sally, in spite of her friendship with Clarissa, is 
aware of her social arrogance and feels that "Clarissa was at heart 
a. snob- -one had to admit it., a snob'' (p. 289). Even Clarissa her-
..• 
self is aware of her motivations and her pretense in social situa-
tions: "half the time she did things not simply, not for themselves;_ 
but to make people think this or that; perfect idiocy she knew1? (pp. 
13-14). Clarissa knows that ' 1She had schemed; she had pilfered. 
She was never wholly admirable. She had wanted success'' (p. 282). 
Mrs. Ramsay is also allowed her humanity despite the fact that 
.... 
she seems at times to be Mother-Goddess., Nature Deity, and the 
Virgin Mary. Physically., Mrs •. Ramsay is described as a very 
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beautiful woman. Yet her beauty is not a cold ·distant vision; it is a 
beauty in the midst of life constantly moving, altering. Mr. Bankes 
describes this quality of her lovelin.ess: 
~ - - ·~ 
For always, he thought, there was something incon-
gruous to b.e worked into the harmony of her face. 
She clapped a deer-stalker's hat on her head; she 
ran across the lawn in goloshes to snatch a child 
from mischief. So that if it was her beauty merely 
that one thought of, one must remember the quiver-
ing thing, the living thing. • . or if one thought of 
her simply as a woman, one m·ust endow her with some 
freak of idiosyncrasy--she did not like adm.iration--or 
suppose some latent desire to doff her royalty of form 
as if her beauty bored her and all that men say of 
beauty, and she wanted only to be like other people, 
insignificant. (p. 4 7) 
Mrs. Ramsay is conscious of her own aging as she reflects: 
(J 
\' / 
11When she looked in the glass and saw her hair grey, her cheek 
sunk, at fifty, she thought, possibly she might have managed things 
better--her husband; money; his books" (p. 14). The process of 
growing older bothers her to some extent: "But indeed she was not 
jealous, only, now and then, when she made herself look in the glass 
a little resentful that she had grown old, perhaps, by her own 
fault" (p. 149). 
Like Clarissa Dalloway, Mrs. Ramsay finds fault with her own 
.I 
motivations "all this desire of hers to give, ~to help, was vanity. 
For her own self-satisfaction was it that she wished to help, to 
give, that people might say of her, '0 Mrs. Ramsay! dear Mrs. 
Ramsay. • • Mrs. Ramsay, of courser and need her and send for 
Zl 
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her and admire her?" (p. 65). 
Like Susan, Mrs. Ramsay is· not completely fulfilled in her 
role as wife and mother. She wishes occasionally to have had time 
to get involved in outside affairs: "A model dairy and a hospital up 
here- -those two things she would have liked to do, herself. But 
how? With all these children? When they were older, then perhaps 
she would have time; when they were all at school" (p. 89). She 
looks back over her achievements and asks herself, 11 But what have 
I done with my life?" (p. 125) as if doubting her own worth. 
Virginia Woolf1s image of woman is not rigidly forced into 
either extreme of the dualistic patter_n. Her women are neither 
completely good nor completely evil, extremely beautiful nor~~x-
.. 
tremely ugly. They cannot be fully cast in either the role of the 
Virgin Mary or in the role of Eve. Mrs. Woolf is aware of the 
complexity of reality and res·pects her characters as real women. 
By allowing them to step down (or is it really a step upward) from 
the pedestal, she allows them their hun.:,.~anity. 
,. .. 
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Chapter IV: The Veils of Anonymity: Creation of Im.ages that -, 
~ Conceal Woman in the Present 
The last .. ·."chapter considered woman as she has been envisioned 
in the past. While glorified or debased in literature, myth, and 
legend, the actual woman of flesh and blood was, for the most part, 
excluded from historical accounts. She has been the anonymous 
presence throughout the ages who has been denied the apport~ity of 
exploring the fullness of her humanity. 
In Virginia Woolf1s work consideration is given to various as-
pects of the concept of anonymity as it a·pplies to feminine existence. 
The fact is stressed that women's lives are characterized by 
.anonymity on many levelso 
Woman Veiled in Mystery 
-
Women are studied both as writers of a~d characters in fiction. 
" 
In an essay on this topic Ms. Woolf speaks of the lives of women as 
being virtually unexplored territory in fiction. 1 This is dqe to the 
fact that the roles that have traditionally been assigned to women 
have kept them away from the probing eyes of the world. Woman's 
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work has been such that she seldom feels the satisfaction of having 
produced or created something lasting. Her tasks have been repe-
titious and largely uncreative maintenance works which, though 
necessary, result in little that is tangible. Until women are free to 
play a wider role in the world, Ms. Woolf feels that their lives will 
remain hidden and mysterious. Of woman she says that 11Her life 
has an anonymous character which is baffling and puzzling in the ex-
treme" (p. 146) She feels that as women enter the professions, 
they will gain, through experience and exposure, a broader frame 
of reference which will in turn enhance all creative expression and 
achievement, especially that of the female writer. Only then will- " 
literature become for women a real art worthy of extensive study. 
As women's lives are brought into the mainstream, they will .. be 
subjected to more thoro·ugh analysis •. Thus, the images of women 
as fictional characters will lose something of the anonymous quality 
---
that had previously defined them. Mythic images will give way to 
another presently unknown dimension of woman: Her potential as a 
real person. 
Later feminist writers are also very much concerned about the 
concept of anonymity as it applies to women in literature and in life. 
Dr. Mary Daly discusses the feminine stereotypes that still abound 
in Catholic literatureo She feels that genuine personhood is often 
denied women within Catholicism because the stereotype of the 
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' 'eternal feminine" persists. The authentic woman is relegated to 
the area of anonymity- -her ·personal qualities are cast aside and she 
is urged to fit herself into the preconceived image . 
..... ·~i 
In contrast to these authentic personal character-
istics, the Eternal Woman is said to have a vocation 
for surrender and secrecy; hence the symbol of the ) 
veil. Self-less, she achieves not individualization ·' 
but merely generic fulfillment in motherhood, physical 
or spiritual. She is said to be timeless and conserva-
tive by nature. She is shrouded in 'mystery, ' because 
she is not recognized as a genuine human person. 2 
This veiling of woman in mystery is commented upon by other 
writer.s as well. Simone de Beauvoir feels that the female as mys-
tery is a myth that men utilize to cover their own ignorance. In es-
sence, it is far easier to call something a mystery than it is to at-
tempt to. understand. Man, considering woman as ''the other, 11 
fails to comprehend that to the female he is indeed ••the other" as 
well. There is a failure to recognize that there is mystery on both 
sides since neither can fully comprehend the experiences of the op-
posite sex: 11 ••• the categories in which men think of the world are 
established from their p·oint of view, as absolute: they misconceive 
reciprocity, here as everywhere. A mystery for man, woman is 
considered to be mysterious in essence. 113 
This idea of mystery is carried even farther because Simone 
de Beauvoir recognizes that woman is often a mystery even to her-
self. Woman submits to her physiology and often has no ·control 
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over it, feeling as a stranger to her own body at times. Like Vir-
ginia Woolf, Simone de Beauvoir says that we cannot know what 
woman is until she is free to act since "an existent 1is' nothing 
other than what he does; the possible does not extend beyond the 
real., essence does not precede existence: in pure subjectivity, the 
human being is not anything. He is measured by his acts. 114 Until 
woman is free to make something of herself., she will remain a 
mystery even to herself. 
To say that woman is mystery is to say, not that 
she is silent, but that her language is not understood; 
she is there, but hidden behind veils; she exists be-
yond these uncertain a·ppearances. What is she? · 
Angel., demon, one inspired., an actress? It may be 
supposed either that there are answers to these ques-
tions which are impossible to discover, or, rather, 
that n_o answer is adequate because a ~undamental am-
biguity marks the feminine being; and perhaps in her 
heart she is even for herself quite indefinable: a 
sphinx. 5 
Ms. de Beauvoir feels that the time has come for both sexes to 
carefully pull away the veils concealing the feminine mystery. 
Mysteries can be harmful because they so often distort and destroy: 
"Mystery is never more than a mirage that vanishes as we ·araw 
near to look at it. 116 Since human relationships must be founded on 
truth in order to develop fully, Ms. de Beauvoir urges as does Ms. 
Woolf that we begin to s'eek the realities that lie ·beyond the mirage. 
Another significant writer., Florida Scott-Maxwell, also dis -
-cusses woman as mystery. Like Virginia.Woolf, she feels that the 
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mystery must be explored for the sake of men as well as women. 
She points out the dangers of continuing the practice of ignoring 
what is real in woman. She says that woman has always repre-
sented 11 the secret side of life" ·and emphasizes the fact that 
there is a certain danger in standing for the unex-
plored, since it may also be the neglected or even 
the dishonored. If the last is so then it must also 
mean that the feeling life of the man is dishonored, 
since if you want to judge a man, you must include 
the women about him in order to come to a true 
total. Woman herself apparently feels that she has 
been private too long and now needs the objectivity 
of publicity. 7 
All thrDugh histor_y··woma·n has r·epresented the 
hidden side of life:, but now --tiothing· must be hid-
den. 8 
·:,_. 
The hiddenness lf women's lives has perhaps cheated all o'f 
_humanity according to Florida Scott-Maxwell. Continuing to re-
press women's particular strengths will not only harm individual 
women but will weaken civilization. 
.. 
Just because we represent the hidden side of life, 
we know that hidden things.can fester;· and because 
we also represent the sacred., we have a concern 
for our uncleanness. Men belittled us to make their 
masculinity dependable. We paid fo! their gain and 
perhaps life paid, too. When men belittle us they 
belittle half of life, and they,belittle their own hap-
pinesso To demean women is to demean love and 
/relationship, and these are the two qualities in which · 
civilization is very weak, and which it greatly needs. 9 
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Woman Veiled as Deceiver 
ln "Professions for Women'' Virginia Woolf investigates other 
ide~~- about the anonymity of women. Ms. Woolf indicates that the 
image of woman is a phantom which she names the ''Angel in the . 
House. 11 · This phantom has perpetuated an image of woman which 
) 
many real women have felt obligated to imitate. The Angel in the 
House has resorted to all the games of flattery and deception that 
are ·part of the survival techniques that women are conditioned, 
·however subtly, to employ in following the one profession that has 
been open to them in the past: getting a man to marry them. Ms. 
Woolf states that "all these questions., according to the Angel of 
the House, cannot be dealt with freely and openly by wo1n:en; they 
must charm, they must conciliate, they must - to put it bluntly -
tell lies if they are to succeed. 111 O Ms. Woolf struggles with and 
destroys the phantom, knowing that "killing the Angel in the House 
was part of the occupation of a woman writer" (p. 286). She then 
asks herself afterwards, "what remains? A woman. What is a 
woman? 'I assure you, I do not know. I do not believe that any-
r,body can know until she has e~ressed herself in all the arts and 
professions open to human s.kill 11·1 (p. 286). 
~gain in Three Guineas Virginia Woolf refers to this dece·p-
) ' 
tion and dishonesty which women are forced to use in order to 
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survive. Speaking of woman she says: ''Consciously she must use 
whatever charm or beauty· she possessed to flatter and cajole the 
busy men, the soldiers., the lawyers., the ambassadors, the cabi-
net ministers who wanted recreation after their day1's work. Con-
sciously she .~ust accept their views, and fall in with their decrees 
because it was only so that she could wheedle them into giving her 
the means to marry or marriage itself. ,,ll 
Flattery in woman is again mentioned in A Room of One 1s Own. 
Here it is stated that women have served "as looking gla.sses pos-
sessing the mag.ic: and delicious power of reflecting the figure of 
man at twice its natural size'' (p. 35). Ms. Woolf stresses how 
necessary this learned characteristic of women as reflectors has 
been: "Whatever may be their use in civilised societies., mirrors 
are essential to all violent and heroic action. That is why Napoleon 
• 
and Mussolini both insist so emphatically upon the inferiority of 
women., for if they were not inferior, they would cease to enlarge" 
(p. 36 ). Woman has been prevented from being truthful by man 
himself. She is forced to be deceptive and to flatter: 11For if .she 
begins to tell the truth., the figure in the looking-glass shrinks; his 
fitness for life is diminished. How is he to go on giving judgement, 
civilising natives, making laws, writing books., dressing up and 
speechifying at banquets unless he can s-ee himself at breakfast and 
at dinner at least twice the size he really is? 11 (p. 36 )·~ 
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Of the later feminist writers, Germaine Greer devotes some 
time to the consideration of this quality of deceitfulness as it has 
been attributed to women. Like Virginia Woolf, she relates this 
. ·· 
,,t ••. 
deception to the anonymous quality which has cloaked woman 
through the ages. Ms. Greer discusses the work of Otto Wein-
inger (Sex and Character, (London, 1906, p. 236.) and his obs er-
vations concerning women's use of flattery and deception within the 
larger context of woman 1s lack of ego and very real namlessness. 
Ms. Greer speaks of his ideas as follows: 
Weininge,r despises wo'<Jmen both because their 
image is passive and animalistic, and because they 
are not genuinely so. Their pretense is brought 
by the exigency of the sexual situation which they 
exploit, hence the duplicity and mendacity which 
characterize all their actions. Because woman 
lives vicariously she need take no moral r.e~pon-
sibility for her behavior: because she has no 
morality and no ego. Because of the lack of 
ego and the variety of roles that women manipulate, 
they have no identity, as one may guess from their 
willingness to give up their names. Woman is never 
genuine at any period of her life. 12 
Ms. Greer credits Weininger with describing accurately qual-
ities which he observed in the female behavior of his time. She 
observes that he could not have realized in his time that the very 
deformities which he describes are the qualities that women would 
in later years strive to be freed from. Ms. Greer claims that 
women have at least been aware of their deception. 11Wome:n have 
been charged with deviousness and duplicity since the dawn of civi- · 
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lization so they have never been able to pretend that their masks 
were anything but masks. 11 1'3 Like Virginia Woolf, Ms. Greer feels 
-
that women must strive to seek what is genuine in themselves even 
though this may involve having to "explor~ the dark ~ithout any 
guide. " 14 
Woman Veiled by a Man 1s Name 
.In A ll·oom of One 1s Own Virginia W_oolf analyzes the concept 
of· -anonymity as it has affected the lives, of early female writers. 
ln this book Ms. Woolf suggests that perhaps many of the poems and 
ballads that were signed Anonymous were really written by women. 
She point§ out that Edward Fitzgerald also considered this as prob-
able since he felt that many of the old anonymous ballads and folk 
songs could have been written by women to entertain their children. 
Of female writers in general Ms. Woolf has this to say: ''Anonymity 
runs in their blood. The desire to be veiled still possesses them" 
(p. 52). Writers Currer Bell,· George Eliot, and George Sand are 
said to have·:,111 sought ineffectively to veil themselves by using the 
name of a man'' (p. 52). · Ms. Woolf sees this as being completely 
understandable during the period when these women wrote "since a . 
novel has this correspondence to real life, its values are to some 
extent those of real life. But it is obvious that the values of women 
differ very often from the values which have been made by the other 
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sex; naturally, this is so. Yet it is the masculine values that pre-
vail" (p. 77). 
The observation that female authors sought to veil themselves 
. 
with the names of men can be extended to apply to women who are 
not writers as well. Throughout the history of patriarchal society 
women have veiled themselves by taking the names of the men they 
married. In A Room of One 1s Own and in Three Guineas Ms. Woolf 
. - . ....-, . 
showed her concern about these women also in writing with com-
passion about their lives. She raises questions in these works not 
only abo'.ut the tradition of wives assuming their husbands names but 
also about the ideology ,underlying the tradition. Ultimately she 
raised questions about the insti~\~tion of marriage itself. Realizing 
that the taking of another's name held many implications about the 
·pos.ition of women in marriage, she became enraged over the in-
Justices women of all classes endured in the married state. She 
knew that these injustices were built into the social structure and 
were cemented into law. When a woman took her usband1 s name in 
i 
i, _, '.• 
marriage, her own legal identity vanished and her husband "was 
lord and master, so far at least as law and custom could make him' 1 
(p. 44). A woman "was the slave of any boy whose parents forced a 
ring upon her finger" (p. 45) and in reality "was the property of her 
husband" (p. 46). 
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Modern feminist writers have written about the far-reaching 
consequences of assuming another's name. Consideration of their 
work makes it very clear that many of Virginia ·Woolf's observa-
tions were ahead of the thought of her time. 
Kate Millett traces the historical development of the patriar-
chal system and scrutinizes many of the customs which form the 
basis for existing laws. Like Ms. Woolf, she discusses the tradi-
tional concept of the wife as property. She shows that although r 
women's position has improved, she is still not on equal fot)±ing 
/ 
with a man in custom or in law: ''Traditionally, patriarchy granted. 
the father nearly total ownership over wife or wives and children, 
including the powers of physical abuse and often even those of 
murder and sale. Classically, as head of the family the father is 
both be getter and owner in a system in which kinship is property." 1·5 
Although many of these ideas have been modified within con-
temporary patriarchies, there are still some remnants of the con-
cept of ownership one of these being the wife's assuming her hus-
bands name. Ms. Millett says of present-day wives: "Their chat-
tel status continues in their loss of name, their obligation to adopt 
the husbands domicile, and the general legal assumption that mar-
riage involves an exchange of the female's domestic service and 
(sexual) consortium in return for financial support. 1116 
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Germaine Greer also considers the position of the woman in 
the married state where the loss of selfhood accompanies the loss 
of name even today. Of the role of wife Ms. ,Greer writes:, .. _, .. 
.•. 
Obviously any woman who thinks in the simplest 
,. ' 
terms of liberating herself to enjoy life and create ex-
pression for her own potential cannot accept such a 
role. And yet marriage is based upon this filial rela-
tionship of a wife who takes her husband's name, has 
her tax declared on his "return, lives in a house owned 
by him and goes about in public as his companion 
wearing his ring on her finger at all times. Altera-
tion in detail is not alteration in anything else. A 
husband who agrees that he too will wear a ring, that 
they will have a joint bank account, that the house 
will be in both their names, is not making any serious 
concession to a wife's personal needs. The essential 
character of the institution asserts i~self eventually. 
The very £~ct that such concessions are privileges 
which a wife cannot claim contains its own special 
consequences of gratitude and more willing servitude. 17 
Others have also linked the loss of one 1s name with the loss 
.of one 1s identity in marriage. Mary Ellman states bluntly that 
"Virginity and identity are lost together like contiguous tissues." 18 
Diane B. Schulder, a lawyer and teacher, has studied the legal op-
pression of women in marriage. Like Virginia Woolf, she observes 
that when a woman becomes anonymous through loss of her name, 
she often becomes in reality a legal nonentity. Ms. Schulder ac-
knowledges the fact that laws are slowly beginning to change, .. but 
. 
knows also that "Changes in the law cannot take place without 
changes in societal structure." l 9 
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Even after considering only a few.· of the modern feminist 
writers, it is quite clear that Virginia Woolf was struggling years 
before with the same questions being raised in the present. In 
.' ' 
her nonfiction especially, Ms. Woolf revealed her profound anger 
concerning woman's place. In these works she reveals her under-
standing of the legal, social, and economic oppression of her sex 
and begins with sometimes painful insight to grapple with the 
subtle psychological oppression which always accompanies the 
more overt injustices. It is in her nonfiction that she most em-
phatically deals with the assumptions that have resulted in women 1s 
anonymity. Not the least of these is the tradition of actually giving 
up one's name in marriage and to? often at the same time one's 
identity in the traditional role of wife. 
Chastity:· The Most Impenetrable Veil of All 
Throughout this chapter I have referred to Virginia Woolf's 
'.'-v • • .•• :---- .• --.• -~~----~·--
·use of the veil image to symbolize many qualities - -the mystery of 
woman., the deceptive behavior associated with the female, and 
.. . 
the taking on of another's name. It is in concentrating on the im-
posed ideal of chastity that the image of the veil comes most 
clearly into focus as a symbol of woman's anonymity. 
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The need of women to remain anonymous is linked to the 
idea ·of chastity according to Virginia Woolf. She writes in A 
-
Room of One's Own that "It_was the· relic of the sense of chastity 
that dictated anonymity to women even so late as the nineteenth 
century" (p. 52). The idea of chastity exerts a profound and im-
measurable influence on the female--"it has even now, a religious 
importance in a woman's life, and has so wrapped itself round 
with nerves and instincts that to:_ ~~t: it free and bring it to. the 
light of day demands courage of the rarest" (p. 51 ). T:he· ·stunt-
ing of feminine growth in the name of chastity throughout history 
., 
has been a significant influence on the formation of present-day _ 
attitudes. The sins c_ommitted against women in the name of 
chastity are astutely elucidated by Virginia Woolf in her non-
fiction. I will concentrate on presenting her views regarding 
three aspects of the educational process in which major offenses 
have occurred: formal schooling, religious teaching, and psycho-
sexual training. I will then briefly present the thinking of con-
temporary feminist writers in these particular areas. 
Formal Schooling 
It is in Three Guineas that Virginia Woolf most emphatically 
stresses the damage that has been done to the development of 
36 
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women in the name of chastity--''Chastity was invoked to prevent 
her from studying medicine; from painting from the nude; from 
~readihg Shakespeare; from playing in orchestras; from walking 
down Bond Streef alone'' (p. 168). Chastity, along with other 
facts of their lives, denied women education and thus of the means 
of entering the professions. To make matters worse, traditional 
roles have cheated women in many ways according to Virginia 
,. . .. -.. 
Woolf's biographical investigations: 
Biography thus provides us with the fact that the 
daughters of educated men received an _unpaid-for ·ed-
ucation at the hands of poverty, chastity, derision and 
freedom from unreal loyalties. It was this unpaid-for 
education, biography informs us, that fitted them, 
• _J----
aptly enough, for the unpaid-for professions. And bi-
ography also- informs us that those unpaid-for profes-
sions had their laws, traditions, and labours no les·s., 
certainly than the paid-for professions. Further, the 
student of biogr-aphy cannot pas sibly doubt from the 
evidence of biography that this education and these pro-
fessions were in many ways bad in the extreme, both 
for the unpaid themselves and for their descendants. 
(p. 78) 
The amount of current literature concerning sexual discrim-
ination in education is far too vast ·to do justice to in this study. 
It is true that many changes- have occurred since Virginia Woolf 
wrote. There is, however, still glaring sexual inequity evident in 
. ' 
the field of education. I will briefly mention here a few ideas of 
contemporary writers relating to this topic. 
. ..... .... .._~r·""" 
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Caroline Birc;l :writes of an "invisible bar" which kefps women 
down. In .elementary and secondary schools, at least on the sur-
:fa:ce,- girls ~t:1.d: boys have equal educational opportunity. Society 
very subtly ·begins to .. instill its values when a girl reaches high 
school ... The girl the_n learns that her biological functions are far 
mo're· important in society's eyes than her intellectual pursuits. 
The message comes through loudly and clearly that "the real busi--
ness of. life is attracting a desirable husband. 1120 
Joan :R-qhins makes the observation that if women do pursue a 
college education-, they are often expected to meet stricter and -
·more exacting standards for admission than are their male coun-
terparts. 21 She feels that women's sexual and biological roles 
are -µsed as .excuses by those in authority to keep women in a sec-
.. 
ondary stratum. Sh~ says th~t "Women who seek fulfillment in 
advanced intellectual achievement are held back or exclud-ed by 
every means from ridicule to the quota system. n22 She repeats 
society's message to women: "For the sake of peace, democracy, 
-and a better ~orld, women are expected to give up aly-thoughts of 
a career or even holding down a job and instead to become man's 
mindless breeding sows in the home. 1123 
Ms. Robins is aware that legal changes and governmental 
injunctions are changing the present conditions at least on the ·1t~? ~, 
.r 
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visible level. What concerns her is the covert messages which 
affect women themselves and prevent them from attempting to 
achieve their potential·. 
One other current study must be included because its 
scie:g.tific findings support many of ·Ms. Robin 1s observations and 
because they also de~elop and expand ideas about limitations be-
in·g. imposed by means of the s-extial /o'1e a~igned to woman by 
the: society in which she lives. Matina Horner, now President of 
\. ~ 
Radcliffe, a psychologist, found in a very recent study that wo-
~ . 
,·• 
.-men usually are afraid of and often avoid intellectual success, 
especially when that success means competing against men. She 
says that ·11 c·onsciously or unconsciously the girl equates intellectual 
achievement with loss of femininity. A bright woman is caught in 
,,. 
a double bind. In testing and other achievement-oriented situa-
tions she worries not only about failure, but also about success. 
If she fails, she is not living up to her own standa:rds of perform-
ance; if she succeeds, _she is not living up to societal expectatlons 
about the female role. Men in our society do not experience this 
kind of ambivalence, because they are not only permitted but 
actively encouraged to do well. 1124 Ms. Horner notes that "In re-
cent years many legal and educational barriers to female achieve-
.... 
ment have been removed; but it is clear that a psychological 
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barrier remains. The motive to avoid success has an all-too-
important influence on the intellectual and professional lives of 
women in our society. 1125 
Religious Teaching 
Understanding the complexity of the concept of chastity, 
V.irginia Woolf sought to learn the origins of many of the ideas of 
the society in which she lived. Her feeling was that religious 
teaching had had a very profound effect on social customs and laws 
.n 
regarding women. Specifically, she felt that numerous attitudes 
could be traced to the promulgations on women uttered by St. Paul. 
One such teach_ing, which says that a woman should be veiled when 
she prays, shows the connection between the. ideas of chastity and 
:anonymity. The veil is closely related to the concept of chastity- -
-e:ven today the wedding veil is a symbol of the bride's virginity. 
The veil is also a means of keeping the woman out of the public 
eye. The symbol of the~ veil makes lucid the link between 
chastity and anonymity. 
It is especially in Three Guineas that Ms. Woolf c~iticizes 
the teachings of St. Paul concerning feminine chastity and sub-
/ 
mission. She sees through his prejudices and points out his lack 
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of logic. She is aware, though, that however illogical the reasoning 
behind St. Paul's pronouncements on chastity, the consequences in 
the lives of women were and are still very real and p_owerful: ''But 
that chastity, whether real or imposed, was an immense power, 
whether good or bad, it is impossible to doubt" (note pp. 166-169)-. .-..,.0 ~ 
Seve-ral modern ·writers have als,o -wr.itten· about-the influence . . .. . . . . .· . ' . .- . 
. . . ' . . ,-- . . . . ' .... 
,of ._religfous teaching_s on the_ development of wo-men._ ·one of these 
w-riters, Dr. Mary· Daly, was referred to earliet· in the discussion 
~/b:put the myst~r·iou:s nature attributed to woman. She considers 
·:the problem of stereotype.s, one of these being the •ieternal femi-
nine" image which was mentioned w.ithi:n the earlier cont·ext also. 
Dr. Daly feels that this particular image continued to recur in re-
ligious writ~~g:s .even in the present day. She feels that this stereo-
·fype· is detrimental to the full development of women because it 
''stands in stark opposition to the qualities of a developing, authen-
tic person, who will be unique, self~critical, self-creating, active, 
26 
·and searching.'' In her o·pinion writers in the religious field con-
tinue to reinforce this image because their works ''oppose the idea 
of women having authority or becoming 'too intellectualized' on 
the grounds that they then become 'defeminize,d1-; 112? 
And so femininity is linked with naivete and we are drawn back 
to the idea of chastity. The assumption seems to be that the 
,-~- '.; 
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feminine mind should be as untainted with worldly knowledge as 
the body is expected to be. A woman of knowledge is no longer 
chaste. She has been defiled because of the acquisitio·n: -of knowl-
edge. 
Simone de Beauvoir in speaking of the: ·''myth: of ·Virginity1:r 
offers her explanation for man 1s insistence upon chastity. ·s·he 
sees a connection between cha·stity and the idea of mystery. Her 
thinking ·enc·ompasses the idea that to the male "the virgin would 
seem to represent the most consummcite form of the :feminine 
mystery;_. she is therefore it.s mo.st di~turbing and at the same 
time its most .fascinating aspect. 1128 Ac-cording to Ms. de 
Beauvoir, the-: cha..ste young woman is exciting to the male: 
Virginity is one of the secrets that men find most 
exciting--the more so as they are greater libertines; 
the young girl's purity allows hope for every kind of 
license, and no one knows what perversities are con-
cealed in her innocence. Still close to animal and 
,plant, already amenable to social forms, she is 
neither child nor adult; her timid femininity inspires 
no fear, but a mild. disquiet. We feel that she is one 
of the privileged exponents of feminine mystery. 11 
(pp. 18 0 - 181 ) 
Religious teachings have urged the woman to be pure in 
body and in mind. She has been taught to follow St. Paul I s ad-
monitions, she has been offered stereotyped images of feminin-
ity, and she has been given models to imitate- -Biblical characters, 
,...;, 
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is·aints, and especially the Virgin Mary. Purity, with its 
accompanying virtues simp.licity and humility, was set up as the 
woman I s goal. The extent to which her potential development was 
stifled in the name of purity is immeasurable. 
Progress has been made but still sex-related issues prevent 
women from achieving. Women have not come as far as quickly 
as it might appear. If ·not as physically bound anymore by im-
,posed cod:e·s of chastity, woman is still 'bound, at least in society's 
. mind and too often in her own, by "invisible bars" that are related 
to her sexual nature. This logically leads into the next topic to 
·be considered: psycho-se:x:ual conditioning. 
'Ps·ycho-Sexual Training 
Virginia Woolf was greatly disturbed by the training given 
young women which results in their rejection of and embarrass-
ment concerning the physical side of themselves .•... ,This psycho-
_.logical conditioning, in her opinion, cripples women I s lives because .... --
it inhibits their acceptance of th~ir _awn bodies and passions and 
prevents their-- speaking or writing truthfully about them. In 
"Professions for Women" men are blamed at least in part for this 
feminine denial of the physical aspects of themselves because 
r· 
..; 
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men have been largely responsible for imposing restrictions in 
the name of feminine chastity while allowing themselves at least 
/ 
a modicum of freedom by means of the double standard of moral-
ity (p. 288). 
Later writers share Virginia Woolf's concern about the 
imposition of the ideal of chastity. Ruth Herschberger investi-
-~-"··' . 
gates women's .failure to accept their own bodies and passions . 
.. ~ -
Like Virginia Woolf, she feels that this is largely the result of 
psychological conditioning. She traces the opposing behavioral 
patterns that are encou:taged in boys and girls to find that modesty 
is stressed far more in young girls than in boys. She notes that 
often a repu_gnance toward the sex act is exhibited in young women 
~-- I . 
and feels that this is due to early training. Z9 Early training is 
also blamed for the high incidence of frigidity that is found in 
30 
women. Ms. Herschberger makes some intere.§ting observa-
tions about the problem of frigidity in women: 
. 
The habit of frigidity at first offers rewards to a 
woman. When she was a child, such symptoms won 
her the approval of her mother. Now that she is an 
adult, it wins her a husband's love. For if he believes 
a woman should be seen and not heard, frigidity fills 
the bill. If he worries lest he not satisfy her, frigid-
ity combi_ned with expressions of gratitude restores 
his, self-confidence. Frigidity is only in disrepute 
when it becomes known. "31 · 
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Simone de Beauvoir also discusses the fact that women are 
taught to be unaccepting of their bodies and passions. She feels 
. 
that while a young man is taught to feel a sense of pride in his 
. . 
body, the yo_q.ng woman retains a sense of shame a.nd embarras.s-
' 
ment about her body and its functions. A young woman's lack of 
. - . -~ ~ 
confidence in her body results in a lack of confidence in herself. 32 
Virginia Woolf and these later writers agree that woman's 
.......... . ·--- ·-··· 
early psycho-sexual training has negative results. In Professions 
for Women Ms. Woolf writes that she sees a relationship between 
this early training and woman's later reluctance to enter the pro-
fessions. Subtle psyc'hological obstacles make entering the profes-
sions more difficult for women even when all barriers are removed 
(p. 288). Chastity and its relation to anonymity is thought to be 
................ ·-·······-·"··'f" 
·one: of the most formidable of these barriers. 
Rejection by the female of her physical self is only the begin-
ning of a whole series of denials of the self. The female is in 
actuality trained to deny herself and is rewarded and considered 
"feminine" if she complies. Her education has prepared her to 
play the role she has gained applause for over the centuries: that 
of the mysterio·us being who moves behind masks and veils--that of 
the·woman who denies herself in order to serve the ego of the·man 
she loves. Woman's education has been responsible for training 
.. 
-r---
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her in flattery and falsehood toward men and has prevented her 
from looking honestly at herself. She has been defined and has 
believed the definitions that men have formulated. She has also 
been deceived and in her deception she has denied and therefore 
deceived herself. Both Virginia Woolf and the modern feminists 
would agree that the time has come for honesty, self-acceptance, 
and self-definition for women. 
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Chapter V..: Struggling with the Veils: 
The Fiction of Virginia Woolf 
·;,.:.... 
The many-faceted concept of anonymity was a central concern 
of Virginia Woolf's in her non-fiction. These works express her 
belief that the anonymity of women has been perpetuated because 
of widespread customs. and. practices which fwiction to keep women 
from self-fulfillment. 
·•'\ 
These various veils which serve to cripple and conceal women 
are evident in Virginia Woolf's fiction as well. Her central female 
characters have all been confronted with at least some of the veils 
of their own anonymity. They begin to realiz·e that anonymity not 
only .encompasses them but also has been br~nded dee·p within 
their souls. 
. Woman Veiled in Mystery 
In "Professions for Women11 Virginia Woolf created the Angel 
in the House to show how.definitions of femininity and womanliness 
often become self-fulfilling prophecies. She asserts that women 
have not been free to define themselves, but have been defined by 
., 
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men in such a way that men's own purposes have been served. 
The basic problem is that men's definitions have all too often ap-
peared to be valid because women, lacking the educational back-
ground and psychological means of self-definition, have been 
caught in the trap of attempting to fit themselves to the definitions. 
Thus the eye le has continued~ 
I have already pointed out in an earlier chapter that in 
Y'irginia Woolf's novels the female characters were often as-
·socJ-ated with archetypal feminine figures. Often these mythic 
:a·ssociations were made by male characters who wished to draw 
.~ome link between the real woman before them and some elusive 
.and .. dist.·ant being from the.past. Woman, tied in with the shadowy 
i' past,. was linked with and to s9._me ex~ent defined by mystery. 
Woman was "the other," and man, not she, determined what that 
other was. There are. several instances, not previously mentioned, 
in the novels under consideration in which men attempt to define 
the quality of womanliness or a particular woman herself. In so 
doing men contin-ue to veil what is real. Thus mystery prevails. 
In Mrs. Dalloway Peter Walsh conjures up a definition of wo-
. . 
manhood while gazing at a tree: 
.•. and advancing down the path with his eyes upon sky 
and branches he rapidly endows them with·womanhood; 
·sees with amazement how grave they become; how 
majestically, as the breeze stirs them, they dispense 
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with a dark flutter of leaves charity, comprehension, 
absolution, and then, flinging themselves suddenly 
aloft, confound the piety of their aspect with a wild 
carouse. (pp. 85-86) 
It is clear that Peter has accepted the concept of the dual 
nature of woman that was considered in Ch~pter I . .._His object of 
femininity is at once the embo.diment of goodness and the promise 
\ 
Qi 
of excitement. He has . .a.lso accepted the assumption that woman is 
a dispenser of com.fort and forgiveness--a creature of pious and un-
" 
·selfish giving. These qualities are beautiful and desirable, but 
it cannot be denied that when development of them is encouraged in 
women, men benefit. When~ver a man pres·umes to define femi-
ninity, however flattering that definition, the real nature of woman 
is hidden even more. 
The young woman is burdened when others attempt to tell her 
who she is and what she ought to be. She becomes so caught up 
in the expectations of others that she often has little strength or 
will left with which to find what is real. This is expressed in re-
~ i . I 
lation to Clarissa's daughter, Elizabeth: 
People were beginning to compare her to poplar 
trees, early dawn, hyacinths, fawns, running water, 
and garden lilies; and it made her life a burden to 
her, for she·so much preferred being left alone to do 
what she liked in the country, but they would compare 
her to lilies, and she had to go to parties, and London 
was so dreary compared with being -alone in the 
country with her father and the dogs. (p. 204) 
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:But Elizabeth has been well trained in the art of what others 
I 
have considered to be "feminine. 11 She has accepted other's defi-
nitions of her in spite of feeling a bit of resentment now and then. 
Her own will has been weakened so that 11She had no preferences. 
Of course, she would not push her way. She inclined to be passive" 
(p. 204). And so., lacking assertion,, her real self remains a 
mystery and she will follow the patterns others have cut out for 
her. 
In To the Lighthouse there are also several times when men 
put forth their views on female qualities. Mr. Ramsay is unable 
to tolerate it when Mrs. Ramsay questions a statement of his. He 
lashes out at her honest expression of d~ubt by generalizing about 
women: ''The extraordinary irrationality of her remark, the folly 
of women's minds enraged him" (p. 50). 
.'.·,,-.. ,~.··:· . .-,-:-.-: 
Andrew does the same thing later in the book to Minta. She 
.~· '.:, ... , .. 
has lost her brooch that had been given her by her grandmother 
and is also frightened. She is crying and Andrew's thoughts move 
from the particular "she had no control over her emotions" (p. 117) 
-. ··· to the general "Women hadn't" (p. 117) . 
... 
Another m~n guilty of this sort of generalization is Mr. Tansley., 
\ 
who at dinner has decided that "He was not going to be condescended 
to by these· silly women'' .(p. 129). He also cannot simply say this 
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about the specific gr:o·up of women he is -with. He must go on to 
apply his judgements to all women: "They did nothing but talk, 
talk, talk, eat, eat, eat. It was the women's fault. Women made 
civilization i_rnp_ossible witli:··a.11- their 'charrn, 1 all their silliness'' 
(p. 12 9). 
:Mr. Ramsay, at another time:.~ is annoyed that .. ·hts daughter 
.Cam does not know the point:s: o·f<th_e· compass: "·Be thought, women 
"' 
are always like that; the vaguene·ss of· the-i.r minds :t~ hopeless; it 
was a thing he .. had never been able to: µnderstand; but so it was. 
It had been so with her- -his wi.fe.. T·hey could not keep anything 
clearly fixed in their minds.-.. B.-ut he: :had bee~ wrong to be angry 
w1th her; moreover, did h~ n:.<;>t ::r.ath,e·r like this vagueness in 
women? It was part ?f ·their extr·aor·d-in·ary charm" (pp. 249-250).-· 
·• Mr. Ramsay not only criticiz.e:s· .. C;a.m, .. b11t he generalizes abo.ut 
what he consiqers to be her v~g).1epe·s:s· .:Qf m.ind. Finally, though, 
the truth emerges and he is able to admit that there is actually 
something about this charming vagueness that he likes. Is Virginia 
Woolf trying to· c·:·onvey the idea that this makes him feel superior 
and as she puts it in A Room of One's Own "twice the size he 
really is" (p. 36)? Is she trying also to imply that women need 
to please men because of their social position and therefore show 
this vagueness? Is this why the cycle perpetuates itself? Women 
are told that to be real women they must be charming and vague 
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a.nd ,so,- taught to be passive from earliest· childhood, they comply? 
It wo-uld seem that all this is true. Virginia Woolf is showing us in 
the novels what she has told us about in the nonfiction. Men have 
determined what women are to be, have condemned them for it, 
yet have been ser·ved by it both physically and psychologically. 
·They are threatened by· women and fear their reality and so distort 
human relations. Mr. Ramsay cannot bear to think· that his wife 
' 
mi:g-ht indeed ·b·e. intelligent so must reassure .. ·hfm..$·:elf that she is 
· .... , 
not: "And he wor.idered what. ~.he was reading_, and exaggerated her 
·ignorance, he,r sj;mplic1ty:~ fo-r· _he.,lik.e.d. to :th.ink.that she was not 
.c:le-ve-r· .. n·ot booklearned at: ·all.- H:e ·vtortde·,t:ed if. she understood . . .... , 
. . 
wha.t: .she was readin~. .]?rob.ably· n·oti;: he thctught11 fp. 182). 
Virginia Woolf··ke·et:fs :giving:, ·us examples of these attitudes 
and. as·surnp.tions .. in 'he.r 1n:a.1e char·acters. She vividly exhibits 
how s-uch :g:.e:h~r:._~Ji~atJc:>ns create flawed human relationships that 
are lopsided and dishone.st. She shows us Mr. Tansley who 
-.,-
cannot bear to see Lily attempt to achieve artistically (11 ••• there 
" ~ 
······~,,_., 
,, 
was Mr. Tansley whispering in her ear, 'Women can't paint, 
women can't write ... 111 ) and seems to plead with us to ask our-
selves many q·uestions. If these attitudes of characters in the 
novels are representative of the attitudes of men in society and 
if women have really achieved in the professions or in the arts? 
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Even in· The Waves Ms. Woolf presents us with an example of 
the male defining woman. Bernard speaks of Susan and in doing 
so heaps upon her many of the alleged characteristics of "feminin-
ity. " He compliments ancl in so doing has little conscious reali-
zation of the ·burdens he imposes: 
It was Susan who first became wholly woman, 
purely feminine. It was she who dropped on my 
face those scalding tears which are terrible, beau-
tiful; both, neither. She was born to be the adored 
of poets, since poets require safety; some one who 
sits sewing, who says, "I hat_e_,~ I love, 11 who is 
neither comfortable nor prosperou·s, but has some 
quality in accordance with the high but unemphatic 
beauty of pure style which those who c_reate poetry 
so particularly admire. (p. 348) 
Mµ_ch like f?::et_.er· Walsh, he· exalts womanhood. ~nd praises:._ 
.and Andr'ew. Whether praise or blame, ·howe-y~r, he presumes 
to define her femininity and does not allow her to speak for her-
self. This is the fault of all the male characters that I hav·e 
mentioned. When they define, women will acquiesce simply be-
•·· 
cause their social position i:t1 a male-dominated society makes it 
' 
imperative that they do so. Until this is changed, the true na-
ture of woman remains a mystery not only to the man who fears 
ancl. is threatened by her reality, but also to the woman herself 
who fears what she may find or fail to find beneath the veils 
concealing reality. 
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lt would be overly simplistic to ~~-sume. that· the male is 
totally at fault in his- attempts to s-olve the problem of woman's 
otherness by co.nJuring up his own a·efinitions and imposing them. 
Woman must b:ea·r some of t"he blame for complyin·g so easily and 
accepting so. readily\ :1r1 describing the .Ang.el of the House 
Ms. Woolf doe·s not exonerate woman so easily, but stresses th·e 
fact that woman often. preferred to assume the roles others created 
J 
rather than grapple with the frightening hiddennes s of her own 
soul. The phantom was so described: 11She was inten.$eJy -sympa-
·thetic.. She was immensely charming. She was utterly unselfish. 
:·she ex:c-elled in the difficult arts of family life. She sacrificed 
·he.r,se.lf :daily.. If there wa-s chicken, she took the leg; if there 
. ·. 
was a. draug·ht she sat in it~:~:in short she was .so :c·on·stituted th~t 
she never had a min;d o-~ a wish of her own, but preferred to 
f 
sympathize always -with the minds and wishes of others" (p .•. :2,_8i.5J. 
The question arises: Why has 'woman so easily given in? 
Why has sh·e not had the courage to look into the mystery of her-
self and actively define her own femininity? Virginia Woolf in 
her essay states that she personally had to kill the phantom 11 in 
self defence. Had I not killed her she would have killed men 
(p. 286). But she comments on the difficulty of killing the 
phantom, saying of this mysterious being: 11She died hard. Her 
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. :fictitious nature was of great assistance to her. It is far harder 
~o kill a phantom than a reality" (p. 286). Ms. Woolf also tells 
·Q.-~ -that '•the struggle was severe" (p. ·2s6) and the time and energy 
. r 
spe·nt having to kill might better have been spent in other ways. 
The ·major problem, however, arose ~ter she succeeded in 
m~:rd~ring the Angel. Then she had to set about the business of 
:de:fiping what a woman is. Even Virginia Woolf cannot do thi.~ 
.but draws back ·--sa·yi:n:g·:.,: :t:'I assure you, I do not know. I do not· be-
lieve· that you know.. I clo not believe that ·anybody can know un.til 
:ahe has expres'-s:ed iherself in- all the arts and professions open to 
human skilli·, {p~ 286). She addresses these thoughts in her essay 
to young women of the Woman's Service League who she hoped 
·would eventually help to provide the world with at least a parti~l 
d~finition of womanho,6<f. Virginia Woolf addresses them humbly 
and "out of respect•' -~br them knowing that she, a successful fe-
male writer, cannot alone;:'c.iefine womanhood. 
It is with,tliis same attitude of respect, humility, and com-
passion that Ms. Woolf approaches her own female characters 
in fiction. Even having slain the Angel herself, she does not ex-
·pect that all women can do so. Grateful for and aware of her own 
privileges and gifts, Virginia Woolf knows that other women are 
suffocated even more by the overwhelming presence of the 
·' 
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mysterious Angel who hovers over them and within them. It is 
with deep compassion and little blame that Ms. Woolf creates the 
women in her novels. They speak of their own sense of mystery, 
. . 
anonymity, and fear with a kind of desperation probing to the 
center of it. Virginia Woolf had personally and artistically ex-
perienced their fear and, knowing the· pain of self-analysis, does 
not condemn her characters for turning away. She seems, on the 
other hand, to credit them with at least being conscious that 
there is a ·mystery beyond them and within them and helps them 
to s·peak about its· existence. 
Clarissa Dalloway questions tha.t which lies beyond and within 
her: '''But to go deeper, beneath what people said (and these 
judgements, how superficial, how fragmentary they are.) in 
her own mind now, what did it mean to her, this thing she called 
life? 11 (p. 184) She lives in this world of fragments and super-
_ficialities where pe·ople's opinions are very influential. But she 
tries at least to connect by giving her parties. Her pain is that 
she knows that this world of social gatherings is unreal and unful-
filling. She reflects on her own lack of a ~ense of selfhood: 
And yet for her own part, it was too much of an 
effort. She was not enjoying it. It was too much like 
. being- -just anybody, standing there; anybody could 
do it; yet this anybody she did a little admire, 
couldn't help feeling that she had, anyhow,· made 
this happen, that it marked a stage, this post that 
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she felt herself to have become, for oddly enough she 
had quite forgotten what she looked like, but felt 
herself a stake driven in at the top of her stairs. 
Every time she gave a party she had this feeling of 
being something not herself, and that every one was 
unreal in one way; much more real in another. 
(p. 259) 
,.- . . ·ii Clarissa is aware that there is a reality beneath the image 
that she puts forth. She draws back, however, from probing 
~ 
deeply to -find it. She seems to fear the unknown that lies there 
and, for the··p:resent at least, clings to what is certain. She 
_knew tha.t· ''it was possible to say things you couldn't say anyhow 
e.l~·e., "things that needed an effort; possible to go much deeper. 
·Bu.t. n-ot for her; not yet anyhow" (pp. 25.:6_-,.260) .. 
Mrs. Ramsay in To The Lighthouse also .keeps herself busy 
-.giving dinners and inviting people to stay. She gathers people 
and attempts to knit together all sorts of human relationships. 
She spends her time with her f~mily and seldoin: has a chance 
a_mon-.g all the practical and social concerns to be alone with her-
, . 
:s-_e1f--. There are a few moments, however, when this is possible . 
. ) 
In one of these she reflects that "All the being and the doing, ex-
pansive, glittering, vocal, evaporated; and one shrunk, with a 
sense of solemnity, to being oneself, a wedge-shaped core of 
darkness something invisible to others" (pp. 95-96). There is 
= little time, however, to solve the mystery of this core because 
the demands of others upon her are so great that "she often felt 
,I 
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she was nothing but a sponge sopped full of human emotions" (p. 51). 
Caught up in trying to fit the role of the feminine giver of comfort, 
she has little strength left to try to investigate that "wedge-shaped 
core of darkness. " "So boasting of her capacity to surround and 
protect, there was scarcely a shell of herself left for her to know 
herself by; all was so lavished and spent" (p. 60). She feels her-
self to be som.ehow out of the mainstream of life, not in touch with 
.'.he:i: ow:n ~a.s.ence and not really_. in. connection with others: "She 
had a sen;se· of being pas·t. ·ever)rthing, through everything, out ·of 
eve.:rythin·g·_,· :a.s, :she.1.i~lp_ed: th~. ~.Qµp, -as if there was an .e·ddy there--
aµcf., 'QP~- :c·9.u;Jc:l b·e ·itt it,, .o-r o:r1e: ·could be out of it, and she was out of 
.. 
··t·n ( ·· ·1·2· '5· )· i. ·. .· , ... P •. .· .· ,'. ... .· ..• 
Lily s:.enses this mysterious nature at the core of Mrs. Ramsay 
and feels- th·at all sorts of wonderful qualities are hidden within the 
core of darkness., She, unlike Mr. Ramsay, senses a very real 
store of wisdom. Lily, -unlike Mrs. Ramsay herself, senses 
real understanding an.d therefore conne-ction with people. Lily 
sees the ability to -]le in touch with life at the core of Mrs. Ramsay's 
soul? 11 ••• she imagined how in the chamber of the mind and heart of 
the woman who was physically, touching her, were stood, like the 
treasures in the tombs of kings, tablets bearing sacred inscriptions, 
which if one could spell them ~C)ut, would teach one everything, but 
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they would never be offered openly, never made public. What art 
was there, known to love or cunnin_g, by which one passed through 
into those secret' chambe·rs:?'' (p_. 79). ''And yet, she knew knowl-
·edge and wisdom were stored up in Mrs. Ramsay's heart" (p. 79). 
The women in The Waves are also caught up in the mysterious 
quality of their anonymity. Susan, like :tvfr.s .• ·Ramsay, ponders 
her own darkness a·sking herself, •i13ut- -who am I, who lean on this 
gate and watch my ·s·.e:tter nose in a circle?" (pp. 242-243). But 
no answer is fo~thcc:Jn:iing since, also like Mrs. Ramsay, her time 
is taken up in f_q.lfilli.ng a feminine role through her husband and 
children. 
:rriands.·.. Ye.t :she·. toc:>c ·e·:hares with Mrs. Ramsay the feeling of being 
:an: -o.ut-s . id-.er:-. :riI ·b.egin to draw a figure and the world is looped in 
it, .a:nd' I my.self ·?-rri. outside the loop; which I now join--so--and 
seal up, .~n.d :make entire. The world is entire, and I am outside 
of··tt, crying, 'Oh, save me, from being blown forever outside 
the loop of time!'" {p. 189). 
It seems that Virginia Woolf is attempting to show that it is 
far too simplistic to say that woman's nature is hidden even to 
herself simply because she spends herself caring for her family. 
Rhoda also feels herself to be outside the mainstream and has a 
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very weak sense of herself. She feels herself to be nothing, 
anonymous, faceless, and lacking in any sense of security: ''Even 
I who have no face, who make no difference-when I come in (Susan 
and Jinny change bodies and faces), flutter unattached, without 
~ 
anchorage anywhere, unconsolidated, incapable of composing any 
blankness or continuity or wall against which their bodies movett 
(p. 259). Rhoda, like ·Mrs. Ramsay and Clarissa Dalloway, fears 
learning of the realily ·:cif herself yet strikes out as she feels her-
self sinking into. :nothing:ness: ,,,;_ . .•.. ,.l hate looking-glasses which 
' 
:~'liPw rn:e; :_zp.y real face. Alone, I' often fall down into nothingness. 
I_ rnu·~t ·pu-sh my foot·. stealthily lest I should fall off :fhe edge of th.e., 
w:o·r.ld in.t.o nothingn·ess. I have to bang m;y hand ag.ainst some hard 
doo-r t_o, .call myself ba.ck to the body" (p-. ·204).·. 
Virginia Woolf1s characters seem to be asserting her belief 
that the mystery of woman remains unsolved and will until women 
are free. In her fiction as in her nonfiction Ms. Woolf shows that 
I 
men continue to define woman and that woman fears defining her-
_s:elf.. The mode:rn feminist movement has. :begun to create rumbl-
... 
ln:gs of ·self-assertion and self-definition. These women kriow as 
well as Virginia Woolf did, however, that it will take time and 
much painful searching to unravel the mystery of woman and to 
finally give her anonymity a name. • 
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Woman Veile.d as Deceiver 
Virginia Woolf's nonfiction discussed the fact that the 
deceptiveness attributed to woman was actually not part of her 
nature, but was instead a necessary quality that her position in 
society forced her to acquire and utilize. in order to survive. In 
her fiction Ms.- Woolf creates female characters who live within 
the san:te s'ocial framewo.r.k that binds real women. They are also 
. 
.-9 
forc·ed. fo use deception to survive within the boundaries of their 
Clar-:fs·sa Dalloway ha._s b:e.en carefully taught to play the role 
of. hostess. This role ·has been so deeply imbedded within her 
consciou.~n:es's that if is difficult to find where Clarissa's role 
~-n_d·s a:nd the real woman begins. The veneer never cracks, how-
ever. Although feelings are hurt, injl.l~'tt-ce,~ don-e, and horrible 
human tragedies occur, Clarissa acts -on the belief that "all the 
.. 
s·ame, you behaved like a lady" (p. 117) . 
. 
Peter Walsh observes Clarissa 1s behavior in social situations 
and· comments on the deception that is so deeply a part of her 
role as hostess. In conversation he notes that she is constantly 
"saying things she didn't mean" (p. 118) because this is required 
in the social settings that she creates. He becomes disgusted· 
-
while listening to her discours~ and comments that 11She was at 
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her worst--effusive, i.nsincere" (p. 254). Peter is personally 
offended by Clarissa in one instance in particular when "Clarissa 
came up with her perfect manners, like a real hostess, ant! wanted 
to .introduce him to .someone--spoke as if they had never met be-
·fo:re, which enr~g:e·d him''. (p. 93). 
Peter is distressed· with the artificiality of society in 
g·eneral but focuses his distress upon Clarissa. She arouses con-
fli.cting reactions in Peter· because of her projection of herself. 
There is an attractiveness in the social image that she presents 
and he is torn between the admiration and attraction he feels for 
h,er and his disgust with her for the instncerity of that social 
ima.ge. He finds h:er charming yet false. 
It is not onl_y .in: her role of hostess that this is so, however. 
·a.e .. ff11d:.s it also in her role as a mother and speaks of other women 
~.~·. well as of Clarissa in commenting that she is "trying to make 
~)Ut, like most mothers, that things are what they're not... She 
trusts to her charm too much he thought. She overdoes it" (p. 84). 
He feels that her personal world has been invaded by her pretense 
so that even as a mother she plays a role that is deceptive. It · 
is not only Clarissa, however, but 11 most mothers" who attempt 
to put up false appearances. His criticism is of women in general 
who utilize deception not only socially, but also in their personal 
I 
.•' 
.-
relationships. 
Clarissa, the perfect, well-mannered lady, has been taught 
to make a distinction between the personal world and the world 
•' 
of society (although an element of pretense enters each)-. She has 
learned that one does not behave distastefully by allowing the per-
sonal to interfere with the public--the.y are distinct. Peter cannot 
make this distinction himself and has therefore never been able to 
succeed in a social context. He cannot live with such a dichotomy. 
himself and is .distressed because Clarissa can and does fluctuate 
between the. 'two worlds. He f.e·e·ts. that this fluctuaticfh. has affected . . . : •' ' . - ~ . . . 
- '. 
her self-in'tegrity to the p:<;>iµt:where·most of her 'life is· a pre-
In developing the character of Clarissa Dallow.ay:;, Virginia 
\ 
Woolf strives t·o, .show that there is a ·deeper .dimension within 
Clarissa that is bey·ond her role as hostess. Clarissa is portrayed 
in reflective moments when it is clear that she is painfully aware 
of her own artificiality. She knows that she is projecting a false 
image and, especially as she gr~ws older, feels a gnawing dis-
.1:: ·---
satisfaction with herself: ''--yes, but after all it was what other 
people felt, that; for, thdugh she loved it and felt it tingle and 
sting, still these semblances, these triumphs ... had a hollowness; 
at armrs length they were, not in the hea·rt; and it might be that 
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she was growing old llut·: they satisfied her no longer as they used ... "' 
(p. 265). 
She feels the emptiness and the superficiality of her daily 
activities and yet is caught up in themo She continues to follow 
the pattern of life that has been laid out for a woman of her social 
c.las·s. There is with her though a dull throbbing ache that she 
•· 
:attempts to forget by keeping herself busy with parties and dinners. 
' 
·The ache returns whenever she is alone with her thoughts and re-
minds _her that there -are levels to life that she longs to explore 
but -c·annt>t. She knows that "A thing there was that mattered; a 
thing wreathed about with chatter, defaced, obscured in her own 
., 
.life, let dr·op every day in corruption, lies, chatter'' (p. 280). 
_·!t is in To the Lighthouse that.. Virginia Woolf explores the 
c:oncept of woman as deceiver most thoroughly. She examines 
this concept· in ·p;r.esenting the thoughts of Mrs. Ramsay and of 
:-L"ily Briscoe. Il i.s clear that within both of these women there is 
. a growing cons:c_-iousness that they are indeed deceptive and that 
their deception is harmful to each personally arid to each as th~y 
form relationships with others. By comparing the thoughts of 
these two women of different generations we learn that-the begin-.· 
nings of this consciousness are stirred up in Mrs. Ramsay, but 
that she feels powerless to change at her particular stage of life. 
)' 
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Lily, however, is younger and questions deeply even to the point 
of placing herself in opposition to Mrs. Ramsay on occasion. 
0 Because Lily is more independent and self-sufficient than Mrs. 
Ramsay, she is less emotionally and physically threatened by the 
questions raised. She has far less to lose if she finds answers 
and applies them to her life. Virginia Woolf seems to be indi-
cating that this questioning process is necessary and that finding 
answers and solutions will take several generations. Women will 
have to grow strong and become dependent only on themselves 
before their self-deception or the deception they practice. within 
human relationships can be totally obliterated. The message 
·~eems to b~ a hopeful one, thoug·h, that eventually women will be 
free to be completely true to themselves and to others. 
Mrs. Ramsay first becomes aware of her own insincerity 
early in the novel when she sits quietly thinking and says, "We are 
in the hands of the Lord'' (p. 97). Suddenly, hearing herself, she 
realizes what she is really doing. "But instantly she was annoyed 
with herself for saying that. Who had said it? Not she; she had 
been trapped into saying something she did not mean" (p. 97). ·She .. 
is immediately aware not only that she is being insincere but also 
that she is not entirely responsible since she is, to some extent 
at least, trapped. She is not entirely absolving herself of blame, 
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however, but feels instead displeased with her behavior: "The 
insincerity slipping in among truths roused her, annoyed her" 
(p. 98). 
Mrs. Ramsay is obviously in conflict with herself, yet it is 
clear that it is in the area of her relationship with her husb·and 
that most conflicts arise. It is there that she £.eels most unable 
to be really, honest: She fears what shattering effects truth would 
have if it suddenly intruded within this relationship that:.for years 
and years has depended upon partial deception: 
But then again, it was the other thing too- -not being 
abl~ t·o tell him the truth, being afraid, for instance, 
ibout the greenhouse roof and the expense it would be, 
fifty pounds perhaps, to mend it; and then about his 
books, to be afraid that he might guess, what she a 
little suspected, that his last book was not quite his 
best book (she gathered that from William Bankes); 
and then to hiq.e .small daily things, and the children 
seeing it, and the burden it laid on them- -all this 
diminished the entire joy, the pure joy, of the two 
·notes sounding together, and let the sound die on her 
'ea·r now with a dismal flatness. (p. 62) 
Her relationship with her husband is made far less joyous be-
cause she feels compelled to compromise with lies and flattery. 
Yet her lies and flattery result because of her fear of his inability 
to face the truth. She ruminates upon feeling forced to compromise 
her integrity and is filled with pain over the conflict within herself 
and over the fact that she feels helpless to r~solve it: 
'6·.6. 
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... at the· very moment when it was painful to be 
reminded of the inadequacy of human relationships, 
that the most perfect was flawed, and could not bear 
the examination which, loving her husband, with her 
instinct for truth, she turned upon it; when it was 
painful to feel herself convicted of unworthiness, 
and impeded in her proper function by these lies, 
these exaggerations - -it was at this moment when 
she was fretted thus ignobly in the wake of her ex-
altation.. . (pp. 62-63) 
Mrs. Ramsay feels real pain about having to compromise but 
.con·tinues: to. do so because she cannot risk an upheaval in a rela-
tiop,shtp upon which s:he is dependent for her very survival. She 
live.a: with the pain and .c·onflict but -is unable to c.han:g.~- :a:r1ything fo.r 
her·self . . . 
. ... • 
Lily Briscoe is ··n:ot -.in .the. ·same _pg·sttfon, yet also find~ her..;.-
-~~1£ compromising. She knows that human relationships, es-
pe.cially those between men and women, are diminished because 
vtomen are conditioned to l1e and flatter in their dealings with men .. 
T.:o know this is not enough, however, to allow her to break out of 
.th¢· rnold. Many pressures influence her and the tradition is so 
_$trong ·that resistance is next to impossible. In one sequence in 
the novel Lily is actually placed in opposition to Mrs. Ramsay be-
cause of her reluctance to play the role that is expected of her as a 
woman. Mrs. Ramsay, herself torn by doubt over insincerity 
within her own marriage, has not reached the point that Lily has 
? 
............ ···--~~, 
.in extending these questions to apply to all man-woman relationships. 
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She never questions the assumptions underlying traditional etiquette 
as Lily does. Yet Lily, however reluctantly, feels pressured to 
bow to those traditions too. She compromises in deference to Mrs. 
Ramsay's wishes but really does not give up her questioning of-· 0 • 
what could be if honesty were only -allowed to form the basis .of 
human relationships. 
One s.equence which illustrates Lily's questioning, her re-
.sis.tance, and her partial compromise reveals a great deal ab,ouf: 
·Virginia Wool£1 s ow.n ideijs. :concerning deception in women anq. its: 
un.Jortunate res:ults. !n. this section Lily, Mrs. Ramsay, and'. Mr. 
·t·ansJey are seated at the table talking about the fishing industry. 
Mr .. Tansley is fidgeting aro·und uncomfortably wanting to assert 
·himself in the conversation.. .Lil,y senses his discomfort and knows 
that as a woman she is expe.c.ted .f:o come to his aid. Lily 1s ques~ 
tions about traditional. as.:sumptions are revealed in her thoughts: 
·· There is a code of behaviour, she knew, whose 
seventh article (it may be) says that on occasions of 
this sort it behooves the woman, whatever her occu-
pation may be, to go to the help of the young man 
opposite so that he may expose and relieve the thigh 
bones, the ribs, of his vanity, of his urgent desire 
to assert himself; as indeed it is their duty, she re-
flected, in her old maidenly _fairness, to help us, 
suppose the Tube were to burst into flames. Then, 
she thought, I should certainly expect Mr. Tansley 
to get me out. But how would it be, she thought, if 
neither of us did either of these things? So she sat · 
there smiling. (p. 137) 
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:M·:r:s. Ramsay desperately tries to draw Mr. Tansley into the 
-~onversation and is distressed that Lily has not done her womanly 
duty and been nice to the man. Finally Lily complies: 
Will you take me, Mr. Tansley? said Lily, quickly, 
kindly, for, of course, if Mrs. Ramsay said to her, 
as in effect she did, ''I am drowning, my dear, in seas 
of fire. Unless you apply some balm to the anguish of 
this hour and say something nice to that young man 
there, life will run upon the rocks - -indeed I hear the 
grating and the growling at this minute. My nerves 
are taut as fiddle strings. Another touch ·and they· 
will snap"--when Mrs. Ramsay said all this, as the 
glance in her eyes said _it, of course for the hundred 
·and fiftieth time Lily Briscoe had to renounce the ex-
periment- -what happe11:s if .one is not nice to that 
young man there--and be nice. (p. 138) 
~-···-- - ,_ 
Lily senses that human re lation-s:hips .coq.lc;l .. 'b-e·_,.-:!:~-r .l~ss flawed 
. 
. if.: women were not expec·ted to always: ·be nlc~ .Jn order to spare 
-an.d: enlarge the egos .of .men. She wishes that she were not bound 
:by social customs and knows that a very dear price is exacted 
e~c:h time she acquieses: 
Ah, thought Lily Briscoe, as the conversation took 
this auspicious turn, and she felt Mrs .. Ramsay's 
gratitude (for Mrs. Ramsay was free now to talk for a 
moment herself), ah, she thought, but what haven't I 
paid to get it for you? She had not been sincere. 
She had done the usual trick- -been nice. She 
would never know him. He would never know her. 
Human relations were all like that, she thought, and 
the worst (if it had not been for Mr. Bankes) were 
between men and women. Inevitably these were ex-
tremely insincere she thought. (p. 139) 
,. • l 
,t 
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And so the deception continues, and the flaws in human 
relationships are not repaired. Yet questioning of basic assump-
tions begins with Lily, and Virginia Woolf seems through her to 
inject a ray of hope that one day she will have the courage to carry 
out her experiment. Ms. Woolf is not so hopeful that she conveys 
the idea that this will be easy ·or -even a.:c·complished within the next 
generation, however. Minta, a much _y:oun·ger woman even than 
Lily, has already been trained to be nice al1d Ms·. Woolf shows 
us that her lesson has been well learned. Minta is fearful of Mr. 
Ramsay's superior knowledge of literature and wishes she had 
been more attentive to her reading. Soon, however, "she got 
on perfectly, a'nd made herself out even more ignorant than she 
was, becaus.e he liked telling her she was a fool" (p. 148). 
Virginia Woolf -seems to say that unless the questions of the Lily 
Briscoes of the world filter down to the younger generations of 
women, human relationships will never be based on honesty and 
life will indeed "run ·upon the rocks" (p. 138). 
In The Waves also the image of woman as deceiver is pre-
sented mainly through the thoughts and actions of the character 
Rhoda. At one point she is thinking back over her life, and she 
speaks of her dread of life and of.her hatred for human beings. 
She feels that life and other people have stained and corrupted her 
'70 
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- - she feels that she has been .. compelled to lose her se If-integrity: 
What dissolution of the soul you demanded in order 
to get through one day, what lies, bowings, scrapings, 
fluency, and servility. How you chained me to one 
spot, one hour, one chair, and sat yourselves down 
opposite! How you snatched from me the white spaces 
that lie between hour and hour and rolled them into 
dirty pellets and tossed them into the wastepaper 
basket with your greasy paws. Yet these were my 
life. 
But I _yielded. Sneers and yawns were covered 
·with my hand. I did: not go out into the street and 
break a bottle in the gutter as a sign of rage. Trem-
bling with ardour,_ I pretended that I was not surprised. 
(p. 318) 
R_hoda., ·more ·than :Clariss.a Dalloway, Mrs. Ramsay, ·o:r: ·Lily 
::h-a.s felt rage at what life and people have forced upon her. She 
:has passed the point wher-e each of the earlier women left off--she 
is past the thought stage and has been affected on a deeper emotional 
.. , ....• 
' level by rage. Still, even while admitting ·anger, she has contained 
her rage and bas pretended. Her pretense has been directed not 
only at others but also at herself. She has used pretense as a de-
fense mechanism in order to shield herself from reality: "So 
...... 
terrible was life that I held up shade after sh~de. Look at life 
l 
. 
. . 
. through this, look at life through that; let there be rose leaves, 
let there be vine leaves- -I covered the whole street, Oxford Street, 
Piccadilly Circus, with the blaze and ripple of my mind, with 
vine leaves and rose leaves" (p. 318). 
:,. 
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Rhoda's defensiveness is a reaction to the terror that she 
feels when confronted with society and its falseness, with people 
who are "throwing faint smiles to mask their cruelty" (p. 247). 
Her insecurity prevents her from asserting herself with .confidence 
I 
and honesty and she feels that she is "thrust back to stand burning 
in this clumsy, this ill-fitting body, to. receive the shafts of his 
indifference, and his scorn" (p. 248). She cannot even believe in 
herself. She cannot break the traditions. She feels that: 
An immense pressure is on me. I cannot move with-
out dislodging the weight of centuries. A million ar -
.rows pierce me. I, who could beat my breast against 
the storm and let the hail choke me joyfully, am pinned 
down here; am exposed. The tiger leaps. Tongues 
with their whips are upon me. Mobile, incessant, 
they flicker over me. I must prevaricate and fence 
them off with lies. What amulet is there against this 
disaster? What face can I summon to lay cool upon 
this heat? I think of names on boxes; of mothers from 
whose wide knees skirts descend; of glades where the 
many-backed steep hills come down. Hide me, I cry, 
protect me, for I am the youngest, the most naked of 
you all. Jinny rides like a gull on the wave, dealing 
her looks adroitly here and there, saying this, _saying 
that, with truth. But I lie; I prevaricate. (p. 248) M 
Rhoda is, as Germaine Greer pointed out, at least aware of 
her deception. She even knows that she pretends because she mu-st 
pass through places "flickering with tongues that cut me like 
knives, making me stammer, making me lie ..• " (p. 249). She 
~-
is also aware that the fault is also her own because, a·s · she says, 
"I am not composed enough, standing on tiptoe on the verge of fire, 
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still scorched by the hot breath, afraid of the door opening and the 
leap of the tiger, to make even one sentence. What I say is per-
. 
petually contraq.icted" (p. 249). She cannot assert herself because 
she does not believe in herself- - she has no sense of the solid 
reality of self from which to operate. ·she is the symbol of woman 
who has not had a separate identity; who has not defined herself; 
who, taught to be passive as part of the con~ept femininity, can-
not in truth act £or herself and therefore deceives in order to 
. . 
Woman Veiled by a Man's Na:ro.e 
T:h·e· facet of a.fioriyrnity which is most .qb.vious: in a disc·ussion· 
concerning women in life or in fiction Is. of course that of a woman's 
assumption of her husband's surname. Technically it could be 
argued .that. rather than namelessness, the woman actually takes 
on a name in additio·n to her own. In practice, however, ceasing 
to use one's n-ame in .most practical instances does make one in a 
~.ens.e nameless. The assumption of someone else's name does 
signify a kind of submergence or veiling of one's own identity. 
The nonfiction of Virginia Woolf looked at the traditions 
surroundi:Qg the institution--0f marriage and at women's position· 
'\·-~--........ . 
economically, legally, socially, and psychologically becau·'s'·e of 
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still scorched by the hot breath, afraid of the door opening and the 
leap of the tiger, to make even one sentence. What I say is per-
petually contraqicted" (p. 249). She cannot assert herself because 
she does not believe in herself- -she~ has no sense of the solid 
reality of self from which to operate. She is the symbol of woman 
who has not had a separate identity; who has not defined herself; 
who, taught to be passive as. part of the concept fem~ninity, can-
not in truth act for her~·elf and therefore deceives in order to 
.. 
~:t1r v.1/ve • 
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W·oman Veiled by a Man's Name 
The facet of anonymity which iS most opvious in a discussion 
·' 
c.oncerning womep. in life oa-in fiction is of course that of a woman's 
assumption of her husband's surname. Technically it could be 
argued that rather than namelessness, the woman actually takes 
on a name in addition to her own. In practice, however, ceasing 
to use one's name in .most practical instances does make one in a 
sense nameless. The assumption of someone els~'s name does 
signify a kind of submergence or,. veiling of one's own identity. 
The nonfiction of Virginia Woolf looked at the traditions 
surrounding the institution of marriage and at wom_en's position 
economically, legally, socially, and psychologically because of 
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these traditions. Many of the ideas put forth in the nonfiction are 
woven through the fiction as her female characters reflect on their 
own anonymity within the married state. 
Clarissa Dalloway feels that she has lost her name and with it 
her very identity. She feels herself to be nothing: 
But often now this body she wore (she stopped to 
look at a Dutch picture), this body, with all its 
capacities, seemed nothing--nothing at allo She 
had the oddest sense of being herself invisible; 
unseen; unknown, there being no more marrying, 
no more having of children now, but only this 
astonishing and rather solemn progress with the 
rest of them, up Bond Street, this being Mrs. 
Dalloway; not even Clarissa any more; this being 
Mrs. Richard Dalloway. 11 (p. 14) 
Throughout Mrs. Dalloway comments are made by various 
characters about the institution of marriage itself. As young wo-
men, for instance, Clarissa and Sally realize that the bond between 
them as friends has a special quality. Clarissa describes this as 
something that "was protective, on her side; sprang from a sense 
of being in league together, a presentiment of something that was 
bound to part them'' (p. 50). Of course marriage was the thing 
that would- sever them and "they spoke of marriage .always as a 
catastrophe'' (p. 50). 
',. 
A female character, Mrs. Dempster, who steps into the nove 1 
for one brief instant, does so in order to make some observations 
on the subject of marriage as she watches young Maisie Johnson 
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in Regents Park. Mrs. Dempster has sacrificed quite a bit ·of 
herself on the altar of marriage. Looking at Maisie she contem-
plates her own life: 
You~ll get married, for you 1re pretty enough, 
. thought Mrs. Dempster. Get married, she thought, 
and then you'll know. Oh, the cooks, and so on. 
Every man has his ways. But whether I 1d have 
chosen quite like that if I could have known, thought 
Mrs. Dempster, and could not help wishing to 
whisper a word to Maisie Johnson; to feel on the 
creased pouch of her worn old face the kiss of pity. 
For it's been a hard life thought Mrs. Dempster. 
What hadn't she given to it? Roses; figure; her 
feet too. (She drew the knobbed lumps beneath her 
skirt. ) 
Roses, she thought sardonically. All trash, 
m'dear. For really, what with eating, drinking, 
and mating, the bad days and good, life had been 
no mere matter of roses, and what was more, let 
me tell you, Carrie Dempster had no wish to change 
her lot with any woman's in Kentish Town! But, 
she implored, pity. Pity, for the lo·ss of roses. 
Pity she asked of Maisie Johnson, standing by the 
hyacinth beds. (pp. 39-40) 
Another mfnor female character, Lady Bradshaw, is described 
as having undergone a major change because of her marriage. She 
who had been an independent spirit is now stifled so that her own 
identity can only glimmer through occasionally: "Once, long ago, 
she had caught salmon freely: now, quick to minister to the crav-
ing which lit her husband-1s eye ·so oilily for dominion, for power, 
she .cramped, squeezed, pared, pruned, drew back, peeped thr(?ugh 
• ••II (p. 152). Her very will has been submerged to that of her 
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h.usba:nd: . .fiFifteen years ago she had gone under. It was nothing 
~ou ·could put your finger on; there had been no scene, no scrap; 
only the slow sinking, water-logged, of her will into his. Sweet 
was her smile, swift her submission ... 11 (p. 152). 
Peter Walsh makes several observations concerning marriage 
especially when he loo ..ks closely at the marriage of Clarissa and 
Richard. He becomes irritated when he realizes that all the tiw:~ 
he 1·s been in India, Clarissa has been mending dresses, giving 
parties, and allowing her life to revolve a.ro.µ,nci :h:~r conservative 
husband. Peter feels that "there's nothing. in the. world so bad for 
:s·ome women as ma:r··r.ia.g:-e•-:·" (p. 61). Peter· s·ees that Clarissa's 
entire life has ·:peen used up in ser·vice of one type or another to 
or for Richa.rd. Peter knows that "These parties for example 
were all for him, or for her idea of him (to do Richard justice he 
would have been hap·pier farming in Norfolk)" p. 116). Peter re-
alizes that the state of affairs is not totally Richard's fault. He 
knows that all "that interminable traffic that women of her sort 
keep up'' (p. 117) was really done "genuinely, from a natural in-
stinct" (p. 117). Peter simply comments on the fact that her per-
sonality must be submerged, her abilities must b.~· suppressed: 
"With twice his wits, she had to see things through his eyes--one 
.,. 
of the .tragedies o~f married life. With a mind of her own, she must 
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always be quoting Richard ... '' (p. 116). 
In To the Lighthouse Lily Briscoe more than any other 
character questions the traditional expectation that a woman must 
marry to fulfill herself. Like Peter Walsh she recognizes the 
restrictions that would be placed on her own personal development 
in marriage. 
At one point in th.Ef:nov.·e1 ~ily reacts to Mrs. Ramsay's 
insistence that f 1they all must marry" (p. 77) and that "an unmar-
ried wom~n .lias missed the best of life" (p. 77}.. Of. Lily it is 
said that by "gathering a desperate courage she would urge her 
own exemption from the universal law; plead for it; she liked to 
be alone; she liked to be herself; she was riot made for that ... " 
·(p. 77). Later she repeats her desire to avoid being swallowed up 
in marriage: "For at any rate, she said to herself, catching sight 
of the salt cellar on the pattern, she need not marry, thank 
Heaven: she need not undergo that degradation. She was saved 
from that dilution" (p. 154). 
Following the death of Mrs. Ramsay, Lily realizes that life 
has not tu~ned out as Mrs. Ramsay would have liked since she has 
indeed ne·ver married. She· says that if one could communicate 
with Mrs. Ramsay "one would have to say to her, It has all gone 
11 "·.• ~ •• 
against your wishes. They're happy like that; I 1m happy like this. 
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Life has changed completely" (p. 260). Lily knew that "She had 
only escaped by the skin of her teeth though, she thought. She 
had been looking at the table-cloth, and it had flashed upon her 
that she would move the tree to the middle, and need never marry 
anybody, and she had felt an enormous exultation" (p. 262). 
Lily ponders the difference between what people say a.,bout, 
marriage and what they actually feel. She knows that "if yo·u 
asked nine people out of ten they would say they wanted nothing 
but this - - love; while the women, judging from her own experience, 
would all the time be feeling, This is not what we want; there is 
:nothing more tedious, puerile, and inhumane than this; yet it is 
~t·so beautiful and 'necessary'' (p. 155 ). There is a large discrep-
·a_ncy between what is sa1d. ~nd what is actually felt. Even Mrs. 
Ramsay, who urges people to marry and implies that unmarried 
women cannot :possibly be fully happy, does feel conflict within 
herself conc,erning marriage. Mrs. Ramsay expresses her self-
awareness that nshe was driven on, too quickly she knew, almost __  
as if it were an escape for her too, to say that people must marry; 
-eeople must have children" (pp. 92-93). 
The conflicting feelings are especially revealed when she 
assumes that the attraction between Paul and Minta will result in 
a union between the young people. She knows deep inside that 
i 
; . .- . ~ 
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much of young love is an illusion, yet she needs to perpetuate this. 
illusion and wants to celebrate even though she feels "a curious 
sense rising in her, at once freakish and tender, of celebrating a . 
festival, as if two emotions were called up in her, one profound--
for what could be more serious than the love of man for woman, 
what more commanding, more impressive, bearing in its bosom 
the seeds of death; at the same time these lovers, these people 
entering into "illusion glittering eyed, must be danced round with 
·mockery, deco.rated with garlands" (p. 151). 
Mrs. Ramsay knows that marriage is a very different experi-
ence for her husJ;>and than it is for herself. She admit·s, if only in 
her thoughts, that he is really happier than .she· Js: .,'='F·:Qr it wa·s 
odd; and she believed it to be :t.rue; that with all his gloom and 
desperation he was happie,:r,. more hopeful on the whole, than she 
was. Less exposed to human worries--perhaps that was it. He 
had .. always his work to fall back on .. i:r (p. 91) Mrs. Ramsay idol-
izes her husban~, however, and. t:r;µly ,b·elieves' that this work of 
' 
,. 
~1 
his is truly a greater contribution tp the world than her ·own. She 
really prefers to be dependent upon him, and is upset when his 
superiority is even questioned "for then people said he depended on 
her, when they must1 know that of the two he was infinitely the more 
important, and what she gave the world, in comparison with what 
he gave, negligible" (p. 62),_ •. 
While re·cognizing to some extent: at least her own subjugation, 
she still would choose that position rather than diminish her hus-
band's ego to the slight~st degree. Still, in a scene with her 
daughters, it is evident that wittingly or· not she has transmitted 
her feelihgs ·of conflict to th~ next generation to such a degree that 
it is· clear that they will chO'C)Se different lifestyles for themselves: 
But for her own part she would never for a single 
second regret her decision, evade difficulties, or 
slur over duties. She was now formidable to behold, 
and it was only in silence, looking up from their 
·plates, after she had spoken so·: severely about Charles 
. Tansley, that her daughters Prue, Nancy, Rose--
could sport with infidel ideas which they had brewed 
for themselves of a life different from hers; in Paris, 
perhaps; a wilder life; not always taking care of 
some man or other; for there was in all their minds 
a mute questioning of deference and chivalry, of the 
Bank of England. and the Indian Empire, of ringed 
.fingers and lace, though to them all there was some-
thing in this of the essence of b~auty, which called 
out the manliness in their girlish hearts, and made 
them, as the_y sat at the table beneath their mother I s 
eyes, honour her strange severity, her extreme 
courtesy. . . (p. 14) 
Her daughters are not going to submit their wills to any man's. 
They have ·seen their mother playing the traditional role of wife 
supporting a man's ego. Time and time again they have witnessed 
social situations such as the one with Charles Tansley in which 
their mother assumes the secondary role: ''It flattered him; 
snubbed as he had been, -rt·~ soothed him that Mrs. Ramsay should 
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tell him this... Insinuating, too, as she did the greatness of man 1s 
intellect, even in its decay, the subjection of all wives ... to their 
husband's labours, she made him feel better pleased with himself 
than he had done yet" (p. 20). 
Even James is cognizant of his mother's position as comforter 
to the male. He jealously watches his father interrupt when he 
has been enjoying his mother's attention and knows that his father 
wants her compassion. He sees that 11 the fatal sterility of the male 
plunged itself like a beak of brass, barren and bare. He wanted 
sympathy" (p. 58). He notes his mother's reaction: "James felt 
all her strength flaring up to be drunk and quenched by the beak of 
brass, the acrid scimitar, a.gain and again, demanding sympathy" 
(p. 59). James is angry, but his anger is not over the fact that he 
believes that his father is mak1ng W?,reasonable demands. Instead 
his annoyanc~ stems from the fact that his father has interrupted 
I 
and demanded attention when he himself wanted it. James, like 
his father, has a very definite belief that woman is primarily in-
tended to serve the male whenever his ego needs soothing. 
I 
Mrs. Ramsay has not deviated from the traditional subservient 
role. She has lived p.er life ·and sought her identity primarily 
through her role as someone's wife or someone 1s mother. Her 
strength has been "drunk and quenched" (p. 59) by all who have 
,,. . . .... 
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"demanding sympathy" (p. 59). Yet it is clear that personal 
conflicts did arise within, her at times as she began to feel the 
need to be separate from her family and their demands: "· .. it 
was a relief when they went to bed. For now she need not think 
about anybody. She could be herself, by herself. And that was 
what now she often felt the need of- -to think; well, not even to 
think. To be silent; to be alone" (pp. 95-96). Mrs. Ramsay 
has learned that her identity is really beyond her role as wife 
and mother, and that it has to do with this private world of the 
self. She· is aware also that she has to ~ome extent been prevented 
-from experiencing some segments of life:_ 11She took a look at 
life, for she had a clear sense of it there, something real, some..;, 
thing private, which she shared neither with her children nor 
with her husbai1:d. A sort of transaction went on between them, in 
which she was on one side, and life was on another" (pp. 91-92). 
Mrs. Ramsay's daughters have reacted not only to her passive 
assumption of the traditional supmissive role, but also to her per-
sonal conflicts which have, of course, been silently communicated 
to them even if unintentionally. They have witnessed her constant 
suppression of her own needs in meeting the demands of her hus-
band and family. They are also aware that her denial of self has 
prevented her from experiencing all of life. She has produced 
i. :s-2 
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daughters who are hopefully going to rebel against her lifestyle 
by refusing to be "always taking care of some man or other" 
(p. 14) and' creating "a life di~.f~rent from hers" (p. 14). They. 
will rebel, however, not in anger but with a deep admiration for 
her as they "honour her strange severity, her extreme courtesy .•. \i 
(p. 14). 
The idea of losing one's identity and· o:f being confined i._n 
marriage is expressed in The Waves by both Jenny and Susan. 
Jenny knows that she could not possibly submerge her identity and 
give up her freedom for another and chooses to live alone rather 
than to do so: "But I shall not let myself be attached to one per-
-~ son only. I do not want to be fixed, to be pinioned. I tremble, I 
quiver, like the. leaf in the hedge:,· :as I sit dangling my feet, on 
the edge of the bed, with a new day to break open'' (p. 212). 
Susan, on the other hand, has chosen to follow the traditional 
pattern of marrying and devoting her life to her husband and 
0 
children. She is content with her life for the most part, but she 
does feel the restrictions that are placed on her in the married 
state and expresses her feelings about them. She describes her 
life in terms of confinement saying that sh~ .i-s ''fenced in, planted 
here like one of my own trees" (p. 308). Reflectively, she ob-
serves, "Life· stands round me like glass round the imprisoned 
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reed" (p. 309) and,feels "the waves of my life tossed, broken, 
round me who am rooted" (p. 309). 
-- ) 
.~~ 
Like Mrs. Ramsay, Susan senses that she is missing or at 
least has given up a part of life and she contrasts her present 
life with the life she remembers before her marriage: 
I pad about the house all day long in apron and slippers, .. 
like my mother who died of cancer. Whether it is 
summer, whe'ther it is winter, I no longer know by the 
moor grass, and the heath flower; only by the steam 
on the window-pane or the frost on the-window-pane. 
When the lark peels high his ring of sound and it 
falls through the air like an apple paring, I stoop; I 
feed my baby. I, who used to walk through beech 
woods noting the jay's feather turning blue as it falls, 
past the shepherd and the tramp, who stared at the wo-
man squatted beside a tilted cart in a ditch, go from 
room to room with a duster." (pp. 294-295) 
The woman who used to experienc·e nature first hancl is now 
separated from it by window-panes and obligations. She knows 
that she is missing what is happening beyond her home. From 
her windowed prison she looks at a rook's nest and knows that "His 
eyes will see when mine are shut, •.. 11 shall go mixed with them 
beyond my body and 
1
s_hall see India. He will come home, bringing 
me trophies to be laid at ~y feet. He will increase my posses-
: -- -, 
sions. 1 " (p. 295). 
Though happy, Susan does feel her confinement and reveals 
her mixed feelings about the life she has chosen when she says, 
' ' 
111 am glutted with natural happiness; and wish sometimes that the 
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fullness would pass from me and the weight of the sleeping house 
., 
rise, ... " (p. 295). 
The veils of anonymity that are imposed within the institution 
of marriage are difficult to lift because they are secured with so 
many social traditions. Even though the majority of the above-
mentioned .characters in Virginia Woolf's novels live out their 
lives in th..~ married state, they reveal their feelings about the 
restrictive veils that encumber them and in so doing express 
through fiction their creator's very clear insights concerning the 
feminine point of view in marriage. 
·Ch:ast.ity·: The Most Impenetrable Veil of Ali 
In her nonfiction Virginia Woolf explained the parallels she 
found between the concepts of chastity and anonymity. In an 
earlier chapter I considered her ideas regarding the significance 
for women of these two concepts as they related to several as-
pects of the educational process. Ms. Woolf points out that in 
the past woman has been prevented from receiving an education in 
the name of chastity and has therefore been forced to play an 
anonymous role in society. Even though this tradition is changing 
gradually in the area of formal schooling, she feels that religious 
.. . 
teaching· and psycho-sensual training ~ave continued to hold up the 
i 
I 
·, 
ideal of chastity to the point where woman has been made to feel 
ashamed of her own body and passions and is forced to choose 
anonymity as a result of her own denial of self. 
The novels of Virginia Woolf also cqntain many references to 
these ideas. Her novels abound with descriptions, characteriza-
tions, and dialogue that convey the attitudes -arid assumptions about 
women that Ms. Woolf so explicitly discussed in her nonfic.tion: 
" 
thetr chastity, their anonymity., and the learning process that has 
been geared to preserve b9th.-
. ' 
In Mrs. Dalloway Clarissa herself feels inadequate because 
::she realizes that her own: education has been inferior. She 
pond.ers to herself --~·t o.n:·e point: ''How she: had got through lif~ Q~ 
•• the few twigs of knowledge Fraulein Daniels gave them she could 
not think" (p. 11):. Clarissa thinks about her life and gives her 
reasons for attempting to bring people together. Her social 
gatherings grow out of her feeling that she has not been trained to 
do anything else of importance. She sees her dinners and parties 
as her offering: "An offering for the sake of offering, perhaps. 
Anyhow, it was her gift. Nothing else had she of the slightest 
. ,; 
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importance; could not think, wr!te, even play the piano. She _mud- · ·. ----1: ~-. 
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dled Armenians and Turks; loved success; hated discomfort; 
must be liked; talked oceans of nonsense: and to this day, ask 
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her what the Equator was, :and· she did .not know" (p. 185). 
More feelings of feminine inadequacy because of insufficient 
, 
training are expressed by Millicent Bruton as she makes several 
attempts to write to the Times: "After a morning's battle begin-
ning, tearing up, beginning again, she used to feel the futility of 
her own womanhood as she felt it on no other occasion. . " (p. 1.65:} .. 
In her distress she turns to· Hugh Whitbread, a man "who posses:sed 
·---,ho .01te' c.ould: doubt it--the art of writing letters to the Times" 
(p. 165). H··er feelings about being forced to turn to a man are 
described: i'iLady Bruton often suspend~d judgement upon men in 
deference to the mysterious accord in which they, but no woman, 
stood to the laws of the universe; knew how to put things; knew 
what was said; so that if Richard advised her, and Hugh wrote for 
her, she was sure of being somehow right'' (pp. 165-166). 
In each instance the woman feels the inferio~ity of her own 
·education and either denies her own abilities or regards them as 
being very limited. Each woman chooses her own form of anonym-
ity. Clarissa gives parties as the wife of Richard Dalloway. 
0 Millicent Bruton can only feel "somehow right" if she has the ad-
vice of Richard and the words of Hugh. 
In spite of the fact that Clarissa Dalloway is a married woman 
who has borne a daughter, there are many descriptive passages · 
..... ,, ... , 
in the novel which make her: .s:ound virginal. Upon entering her 
home and assuming he_r_ daily: tasks once °-1-0re her feelings are 
described: "She felt like .a nun wh,o· has left the world and feels 
fold round her the familia:r veils and the response to old devotions" 
{P·= 42). When she was first visited by Peter Walsh and hears the 
-knob of tq.¢ door turning her first response was that 11She made to 
hi-de l:te::-r ,dress, like a vir.gi~n protectin;g chastity, respectin.g 
·privacy11 (p. 59). Claris·sa is de·scribed as a rather innoc·ertt wo·:. 
rna.n._ of middle a-g·e· who ·"-_knew n·othing about sex--nothing about 
l-I_e~ chastity,: :her virginal quality is really the result of: a 
frigidity that is especially evident: to· Peter Walsh, who comments 
~'bout .:it: 11There was always something cold in Clarissa, he 
·thought. She haq.: always, even as a girl, a sort of tim._idity, which 
"in middle age becomes conventionality ... 11 (p. 73). ''But she is 
.too cold, he thought" (p. 64). He says that "she was unyielding~ 
She was like iron, like flint, rigid up the backbone" {p. 97). ·-~-
Peter is d1stressed by this quality in her: "That was the devilish 
part of her--this coldness, this woodenness, something very pro-
.. found in her which he had felt ___ agai:q._ this morning talking to her; an 
impenetrability. Yet Heaven knows he loved her" (p. 91). Clarissa, 
though married, is seen as the virgin. protecting chastity, guarding ; •· 
against involvement. Peter generalizes and applies this quality 
in Clarissa to women in general: "But women, he thought, shut-
ting his pocket-knife, don't know what passion is. They don't know 
the meaning of it to men. Clarissa was as cold as an icicle" 
(pp. 121-22). The fact that this frigidity in Clarissa is evident 
to Peter is important, but it is far more significant that Clarissa 
is herself aware of it as it affects her relationship to her husband 
Richard. At one point she goes to he* room "Like a nun with-
drawing" (p. 45). Her room is described, and in that description 
some of h-er deepest personal problems are revealed: "There was 
.an em-ptiness about the heart of life; an attic room" (p. 45). On 
her bed "The sheets were clean, tight stretched in a broad white 
band from side to side Narrower and narrower would her bed 
be" (pp. 45-46). She reads here in her bed alone, for ''Richard 
insisted, after her illness, that she must sleep undisturbed. And 
she really preferred to read of the retreat from Moscow. He 
knew it. So the room was an attic; the bed narrow ... 11 (p. 46). 
Even more is revealed about Clarissa's frigidity and its devastating 
· effect on her marital r~lationship as well as on her self-concept 
in the follpwing passage: "she could not dispel a virginity preserved 
through childbirth which clung to her like a sheet. Lovely in girl-
hood, suddenly there came a moment- -for example on the river 
·',11" 
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beneath the woo;ds at Clieveden- -when, through some contraction 
·pf this cold spirit, she had failed him. And then at Constantinople, 
and again and again. She could see what she lacked. It was not 
beauty; it was not mind'. It was something central which perme-
ated; something warm which broke up surfaces and rippled the 
cold contact of man and woman, or of women together" (p. 46). 
As in Mrs. Dalloway, female characters in To the Lighthouse 
are affected by feelings of inferiority stemming from the inade-
quate educa.tioh and psycho-sexual tralnlng that has been geared 
to preserve chastity and to insure anonymity·. Many references 
are made to feelings of inadequacy surrounding the educational 
process. Mrs. Ramsay feels her own lack of training when she 
:ruminates the problems of society. She keeps a notebook in which 
she keeps a record of finances and employment "in the hope that 
thus she would cease to be a private woman whose charity was half 
a sop to her own indignation, half a relief to her own curiosity, 
and become what with her untrained mind she greatly admired, ·an 
investigator, elucidating the social problem" (p. 18). In truth, .. 
however, her education is such that she has no choice but to remain 
a private woman. 
Mrs. Ramsay has been trained to look to the masculine. 
mind as being superior to her own. And so she relies completely 
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·on the abilities of· others and· denies h~r own: 
What did it all mean? ., To this day she had no notion. 
A square root? What was that? Her sons knew. She 
leant on them; on cubes and square roots; that was what 
they were talking about now; on Voltaire and Madame de 
•• Stael; on the character of Napoleon; on the French 
system of land tenure; on Lord Rosebery; on Creevey1s 
Memoirs: she let it uphold her and sustain her,· this 
admirable fabric of the masculine intelligence, which 
ran up and down, crossed this way and that, like iron 
girders spanning the swaying fabric, upholding the 
world, so that she could trust herself to it utterly ... 
' (p. 159) 
Mrs .. Ramsay is unfamiliar with the· academic wo.rld and feels -
it especially at one point- whe-n "they were walking on and Mrs. 
Ramsay did not qu.ite. :catch the meaning, only the words, here and 
there ... dissertation ... fellowship ... readership ... lectureship. 
·s:he ~qu.lcl not follow the ugly academic jargol;l., that rattled itself 
· ·ff··. .· · · ·1·b· ·1· · '' ( 22) 0 •· S:O :.g: :J. · .. y.· . . p 
Silently, Mrs. Ramsay lur·ks behind her own beauty.- ·she 1.·s. 
not educated, but somehow in her simplicity she is .intuitively 
aware .. Even so, she fears putting forth her thoughts in speech 
.. (' ··~ 
and instead keeps silence: 
Or was there nothing?_ Nothing but an incomparable 
beauty which she lived behind, and coul<l do nothing to 
disturb? For easily though she might have said at 
some moment of intimacy when stories of great pas-
·~i--···· ..... sion, of love foiled, of ambition thwarted came her 
way how she too had known or felt or been through it 
herself, she never spoke. She was silent always. She 
knew then.- -she knew without having learnt. Her sim-
plicity fathome~ what clever people falsified. Her 
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singleness of mind made her drop plumb like a stone, 
alight exact as a bird, gave her naturally this swoop 
and fall of the spirit upon truth which delighted, eased, 
sustained--falsely perhaps. (p. 46) 
Lily Briscoe is also plagued with feelings of inferiority 
r:elating to her education. Speaking to Andrew at one point ''She 
~sked him what his father 1s books were about 1SubJect and object 
and the nature of reality, 1 Andrew had said. And when she said 
Heavens, she had no ·notion what that rrt.eant'·1 {p. 38). Feeling 
dis satisfaction with her own life, Lily £e.els inadequate: f 1And it 
was then too, in that chill and windy way, as she began to paint, 
that ·there forced themselves upon her· .qther things, her own in-
.a:dequacy, her insignificance ... " (p. ~.Z} •.. L1ly doubts and fears 
asserting herself in her ar.t: "Always (it w-as in her nature, or in 
her sex, she did not know which) before she exchanged the fluidity· 
of life for the concentration of painting she had a few moments of 
nakedness when she seemed like an unborn soul, a soul reft of 
body, hesitating on some windy pinnacle and exposed without pro-
tection to all the blasts of dou~t" (p. 236) .. Lily does, however, 
battle her own fears in much the same way that Ms. Woolf herself 
battled the Angel of the House. Lily, like V.lrginia Woolf, pursues 
her vision to the finish, but will also have to pay dearly for chaos -
ing not to remain anonymous. 
Long before Lily has succeeded as an artist Mrs. Ramsay 
comments on pµe of the prices Lily will pay: ''There was in Lily 
a thread of something; something of her own which Mrs. Ramsay 
liked very much indeed, but no man would, she feared" (p. 157). 
Lily's assertion of self, her artistic expression, her use of 
·'ta,J.ents and abilities, her on-going education of self flies in the 
fac-e of.: the traditional options open to a woman. In choosing not 
to· ,r·emain anonymous, she challenges and threatens the men around 
'her .and is forced into the airt.ight S'fej:eotype of the independent 
woman who is unal:>.l~ to b'e·come involve·cl. in meaningful relatio:n.:.~· 
ships with men. '.Not only do men t'Jie-mselves shun her because· s:he 
is a threat to the..m, .but- :also·. Lily herself has grave doubts and 
·fear.s about her own a·rtistic ability and ade:qu~,c:y as a woman. 
:$:he wishes that she could form att.a_c:htrients and tries to make ex-
cuses for herself although th.ey· ar.e never sufficient: "Oh, but, 
Lily would say, there was her father; her home; even, had she 
dared to say it, her painting. But all this seemed so little, so 
virginal, against the _other" (p. 77). • 
Lily is afraid to act and responds to men by withdrawing in 
self-defense. Silently clinging to her paintbrush, she is not able 
to give. Lily feels the need to remain untouched--to hold onto 
. 
chastity in a sense. She chooses this rather than to chance di-
luting her artistic vision, and yet she feels inadequate as a woman 
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and guilty because of her decision. 
In one section of the novel Mr. Ramsay turns to her for 
"\ 
" sympathy, and she is unable to respond. She reacts in this way 
because she had learned that a tremendous price is exacted if a 
woman does give to a man. She remembers the relationship be-
tween Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay: "That man, she thought, her anger 
rising in her, never gave; that man took. She·, on the other hand, 
would be forced to give. Mrs. Ramsay had given. Giving, giving, 
giving she had died- -and had left all this 1f (P··: ··223). Lily wishes that. 
somehow she could be like other women if .only tt,. 'i..:rnitate them: 
"Surely, she could imitate from recollection t~e glow, the rhapsody, 
the self-surrender, she had seen on so mariy women 1s faces ... 11 
-·(p. 224). Her very womanhood i_:s on trial. She feels "that any 
·other woman in the whole world would have done something, said 
something- -all except myself, thought Lily, girding at herself 
bitterly, who am not a woman, but a peevish, ill-tempered, dried-
up old maid, presumably" (p. 226). 
Lily sees Mr. Ramsay's insatiable need for sympathy as 
nothing less than a "demand that she should surrender herself 
up to him entirely" (p 226 ). - She is tortured by feelings of in-
adequacy as a woman" "A woman, she had provoked this horror; 
a woman, she ·should have known how to deal with it. It was 
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immensely to her discredit, sexually to stand there dumb'' (p. 228) . 
.. 
In spite of doubts and guilt feelings Lily does choose to preserve 
herself. She keeps herself from being cata.ght up in this emotional 
turmoil in order to give herself fully to the pursuit of her artistic 
vis'ion: "His immense self-pity, his demand for sympathy poured 
a.:n.d spread itself in pools a.t ·her feet, and all she did, miserable 
sinner that she was, was to draw her skirts a little closer round 
her -ankles, lest she should get wet. In complete silence she stoqd 
t.h·er:e·, ·grasping he:r paint brushn (p. 228). She has made her de-
cl~ion. 111 s-pite ·of :guilt, b.ut the feelings of guilt do· not ·end here. 
. ,: . 
. Later, "she felt a sudden emptiness; a frustration. Her feeling 
had come tcio late; there it was ready; but he no longer needed it" 
(p. 231). 
Relationships with the opposite sex and feelings about one's 
own sexual wholeness are very much influenced by Lily 1s decision 
to direct her life in a path that is not traditionally thought of as 
being "feminine." She is forced to fight on several fronts at once 
.. 
and much of her emotional energy is spent long before she is even 
able to turn to her artistic pursuits. Even when she is able to 
turn to these, she encounters very special ·problems as a woman 
and an artist. The voices of generations of men fill her ears 
with more doubts about developing her abilities than she already 
--
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possesses within her own mind. Mr. Tansley 1s constant insistence 
that "Women can't write, women can't paint" (p. 130) is really 
not just the personal opinion of one man. He really is the voice of 
many men uttering a general assumption that is centuries old 
Lily .doesn 1t believe what he says., but his voice haunts her and 
trying to ignore it draws even more energy from her. She asks 
herself "Then why did she mirid what he said? Women can't write, 
women can't paint--what did that :matter coming from him, since 
clearly it was not true to him but- for some reason helpful to him, 
and that was why he -said it? Why- did her whole being bow, like 
.. corn under a wind, and e·rect its·elf again from this abasement only 
·with a great and rather painful effort?" (p_ •. 1:3.0) Energy that a 
man could direct at once to his art must :b·-e :d1verted and lessened 
··=~~ . 
... 
in the case of a woman artist. She must·pattle the Angel in the 
House and the voices of men who have created the phantom. She 
begins to question why she should express herself at all: 
Why then did she do it? It ·would be rolled up and 
stuffed under a sofa. What was the good of doing it 
then, and she heard some voice saying she couldn't 
paint, saying she couldn't create as if she were 
caught up in one of those habitual currents in which 
after a certain time experience forms in the mind, so 
that one repeats words without being aware any longer 
who originally spoke them. 
Can't paint., can't write, she murmured monoton-
- ously, anxiously considering what her plan of attack 
should be. (p. 237) 
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.It. is as if the woman who creates anything other than hum.an 
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. liffJ is a threat and must be discredited as a woman and as an 
artist because she so chooses. Lily's battle to paint is really Ms. 
Woolf's own battle against the Angel. Like Virginia Woolf, Lily 
does succeed in killing the Angel and in directing her energies 
finally to her form of self-expression: 11She took up once more her 
.old painting po.si:tion with the dim eyes and the absent-minded 
manner, subquing all her impressions as a woman to something 
much more general; becoming once more under the power of that 
vision which she had seen clearly once and must now grope for 
among hedges :an·d houses and mothers and children--her picture'' 
(.p. 8:2,). With Virginia Woolf herself Lily can ultimately say 
:i 1laying· .down her brush in extreme fatigue, I have had my vision" 
(·.. 310). p. 
. There is even at 01te point the :promise that Lily can begin to 
enjoy a real relationship with a man that exists outside the tra-
ditional sexual stereotypes. It is only a promise but at least it 
offers her hope that "One could talk of painting then seriously to 
a man. Indeed, his friendship had been one of the pleasures of her 
life. ~he loved William Bankes" (p. 263). 
William Bankes and Lily both have their separate lives, but 
are able to share on many levels even though "Many things were 
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left unsaid" (p. Z63). There is a degree of hope, then, that full 
humanity may really overcome narrow sexual stereotypes. The 
promise ·is that both woman and man may develop and use their 
talents and skills, may re.late. to one another without binding the 
'Woman. :to some unrea.lis:tic·· ·n.otion 0£ chastity, a:n.d ·that· ·an·oii.Jttrtity· . 
: '· 
'fo.r all individuals of ,eithe:r s·ex may at long last i1o·t- be the onl.Y 
(lption •. 
T·he Waves is fa1t Ie.s·s r·i9h in. r·~ferenc·e:s to .. cha.s:tity, anonym-
ity, ahd the educational p,r·oc~s.:~ tha.t. :has been utilized to preserve 
both, yet there. ar.e a .few ev·e.:n. in this later novel indic·at_ing that 
Virgini.a Woolf :r:etained her :c:on.c.:·ern for these topics even in her 
.:susa·n relates. that· h·er ·only· education for life has been related 
to human emotioIL, .she insists that she does not feel inadequate 
and yet she is very jealous and bitter that others, particularly the 
other women she has known, have fared better than she has. She 
speaks of her capacity to love and explains how even that has been 
affected by her lack ·of understanding: ''I love with such ferocity 
that it kills me when the object of my love shows by a phrase that 
he can escape. He excapes, and I am left clutching at a string 
that slips in and out among the leaves on the tree-tops. I do not 
understand phrases" (p. 267). She knows that her comprehension 
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is limited to -the emotional and physical level: ''The only sayings I 
W1derstand are cries of love, hate, rage and pain" (p. 266) • 
Susan seems to have either escaped or overcome the psycho-
sexual training for chastity .and frigidity that so often accompanies 
the conditioning for feminine anonymity. Jinny also is capable of 
and accepting of her body and passions and is in control of her own 
responses. Yet in one instance the expected feminine reaction to 
rapture is given by another woman who senses Jinny's thoughts. 
Jinny is affected by the woman's reaction and her body responds 
. 
negatively- - she is forced to deny her body: ''And I lie back; I give 
myself up to rapture... But behold, looking up, I meet the eyes 
of a sour woman, who suspects me of rapture. My body shuts in 
I 
.,/ ... · her face, impertinently., like a parasol. · I open my body, I shut my 
body at my will" (p. 218)~. 
Even though s:us·an a:nd Jinny ha·ve somehow escaped for the 
.most part, another female character in The Waves, Rhoda, is 
deeply affected by her training for chastity and anonymity. 
says at one point ''I left Louis; I feared embraces" (p. 318). 
t • 
She 
Several points, then, are emphasized in the fiction of Virginia 
·wool£ as well as in the nonfiction: The educational process (both 
formal and informal) has been responsible for training women to 
know their place and has limited them in the development of 
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healthy self-concepts. Instead it has given them inadequate tools 
with which to achieve in the real world and has taught them to deny 
and to be ashamed of their bodies and passions so that even as 
wives and lovers they are more often than not frigid. It is her 
training or its lack that is mainly responsible for keeping woman 
from self-acceptance and self-assertion in all areas personal and 
_-pi·:ofessional. Woman has been relegated to a secondary role where 
in most cases she becomes at least symbolically if not in fact that 
"anonymous presence throughout the ages who has been denied the 
opportunity of exploring the fullness of her humanity' 1 (p. 70). 
V::irgfnia Woolf's characters in fiction at least begin to recog-
·ni.z:e: ::and comment ·upon the various vefJ:$ of anonymity that hinder 
and conceal their humanity. They be:g{p. in fiction the process of 
peeling away the -veils in order to find that evasive core which is 
the self. The process that Virginia Woolf's characters engage in 
is essentially the same process of self-analysis that modern woman 
is beginning to use as s}J.e too searches for herself. Life Virginia 
Woolf, she envisions a time when women will no longer veil them-
selves nor be veiled by others . 
.. .... 
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Chapter VI: Conclusion: In Search.of a Self-Image 
• 
The feminine experience· was an essential concern of Virginia 
Woolf's art. The questions raised in the nonfiction, the character 
development in her novels, and he.r very life as an artist and 
woman are acco·unts of struggles in search of complete selfhood 
for women. 
0 
Virginia Woolf was a stuclent :qf· th'~-- ::r-~st who pointed out in her 
nonfiction the dualistic imag __ es ·-a.:r:;tdi ·v-eils of anonymity that have 
:.a,eistricted feminine devel.o_pm.ept ~nd. concealed the true nature of 
women throughout histot:y. fler work is a link between the early 
suffragist cause and· the pr-es-ent liberation movement. She seems 
to have anticipated the wide-ranging questions that are currently 
being raised by women in m~ny· p:arts of the world about their own 
condition. 
In her novels Ms. Woolf rebelled against the established 
images and created female characters who were complex _and in-
tlriguing individuals who did not fit t~e man-made patterns of the 
past. She developed fictional women who began to tug at the veils 
and to assert themselves in all their complexity and ambiguity as 
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human beings about to begin the process of attaining wholeness. 
In, her own life Virginia Woolf never completely resolved the 
conflicts she felt about attempting to define and balance the roles 
of woman and artist. ,She did, as she described in Professions for 
Women, succeed in killing her own Angel in the, House, and, by so 
doing, encouraged all women to follow her example. She asked upon 
the death of this phantom, "- -what remains?" and answered "A 
woman" only to be haunted by the more difficult question, "What 
is a woman?'' -H,er only ans~er during her own lifetime could be, 
"I assure you,,, I ·do, _not know. I do not believe that anybody can , 
know, tu1til sh·e has expressed herself in all the arts and professions 
:C)p,en to human skill" (p. 286). 
Modern women have :1nct~ed begun to express themselves in the 
arts and in the professions. Many of these women have found that 
~· the real challenge Virginia Woolf held out to them is not that of 
:,~ ·. 
expressing themselves in artistic and professional fields or even 
that of killing their own Angel in the House. The real hurdle 
/ 
' they stumble upon is that of having to find an adequate self-image. 
The old images and veils that Ms. Woolf described are finally be-
ginning to crumble, -but now women are faced with the problem of 
filling the void. In attempting to accomplish this, they are feeling 
some of the deep conflicts that Virginia Woolf felt as she struggled 
. ,. 
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to work out her ·peit:sonal life as woman and as artist. Only now are 
women beginnin-g: to understand that deep pain is a price extracted 
frot.n. those who demand the freedom to define themselves. Only 
.now, as women seek personal answers, are thoughtful people of 
both sexes coming to realize the full significance of Virginia Woolf's 
·haunting question, 11What is a Woman? 11 
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Chapter· I: Intro·d·ucti.on 
1. David Daiches, "The Semi-Transparent Envelope, ri. 
Virginia Woolf (New York: Vail-Ballou Press, 1942), p._ 6:·3., 
·cha_ptE:tr II:-· Dualistic: lma·ges ·of Woman in Myths of the Past 
..• 
1. Virginia Woolf, A Room of One's Own (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1957), pp. 45-46. All subse·-
quent references to this work will be inserted after the 
quotations. 
2. Cecelia Wallace, "Neolithic 1 Roots of Some Present_;. 
Day Attitudes to Women," Women Speaking, 2 (October, 19i7QJ,. 
8-11. 
3. Kate Millett, "Theo:ry of Sexual Politics, 11 Sexual 
Politics (New York: Doubleday and Company, 1970), pp. 51-
54. 
4. · Thomas Bulfinch, "The Age of Fable," Bulfinch's 
Mythology (New York: Random House, n. d. ), p. 17. 
5. Millett, p. 52. 
6. Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex (New Yor.k: Bantam 
Books, 1952), p. 71. 
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Chapter III: Moving Beyond Dualistic Images of the Past: 
The Novels of Virginia Woolf 
I. Virginia Woolf, Jacob's Room and the Waves (New 
York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1959), pp. 242-243. 
All subsequent references to this novel will be inserted after 
the quotations. 
2. Virginia Woolf, Mrs. Dalloway (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace, and World, 1925), p. 12. All subsequent references 
to this .. novel will be inserted after the quotations. 
3 Virginia Woolf, To the Lighthouse (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace, and World, 1955), p. 60. All subsequent references to 
this novel will be inserted after the quotations. 
4. "Litany of the Blessed Virgin Mary," Saint Joseph 
Daily Missal, ed. Rev. Hugo H. Hoever (New York: Catholic 
Book Publishing Company, 1959), pp. 1304-1305. 
5. Bulfinch, p. 450. 
·.6. de Beauvoir, p:. l68~ 
Chapter IV: Veils of Anonymity: Creation of Images 
That Conceal Woman in the Present 
1. Virginia Woolf, "Women and Fiction, 11 Collected Essays 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1967), II, 141. All 
subsequent references to this essay will be inserted after lthe 
quotations. 
2. D'r. Mary Daly, "Women and the Catholic Church, 11 
Sisterhood is Powerful, ed. Robin Morgan (New York: 
Vintage Books, 1970), p. 127. 
3. de Beauvoir, p. 241 . 
. 4. de Beauvoir, p. 241. 
,5. de Beauyeir, p.lt 241. 
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·6. de Beauvoir, p. 244. 
7. Florida Scott-Maxwell, "We are Baffled, 11 Women and 
·· ·sometimes Men (New York: Harper and Row, 1957), pp. 4-5. 
8. Scott-Maxwell, p. 11. 
:' ,_·;',; .. · .. ;,., ..... :~ .. -::.-... · ....... ~ .. 
; 
9:. 
.S.'c ott-Maxwe 11, p. 87. 
10. Virginia Woolf, "Professions for Women," Collected 
Essays (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1967), II, 
286. All subsequent references to this es say will be inserted 
after the quotations. 
11. Virginia Woolf, Three Guineas (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace, and World, 1938)., p. 39. All subsequent references to. 
this work will be inserted ~fter the quotations. 
12 .. Germaine Greer, "Womanpower.," The Female Eunuch 
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971 ), p. 99. 
13. Greer, p. 108 
.1.4. Greer, p. 10-9. 
15. Millett, p. 33 
16. Millett, pp. 34·-35i. 
17. Greer, ·pp. 230-23'1. 
18. Mary Ellmann, "Feminine Stereotypes.,'' Thinking About 
Women (New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1968), p. 103 
19. Diane B. Schulder, "Does the Law Oppress Women?",,. 
Sisterhood is Powerful, ed. Robin Morgan (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1970), p. 150. 
" 20. Caroline Bird, "The Invisible Bar, '' Born Female (New 
York: Pocket Books, 1-968), p. 41. 
., 
21. Joan Robins, "Higher Education," Handbook of Women's 
Liberation (California: NOW Library Press, 1970), p. 56. 
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23. Robins, p. 59. 
24. Matina Horner, "Fail: Bright Women,'' Up Against 
the Wall, Mother ... , eds. Elsie Adams and ~Mary Louise 
Briscoe (California: Glencoe Press, 1971), p. 304. 
ZS. Horner, p. 308. 
26.. Daly, p. 127 •: 
28. d.~ ·B-e·auvoir, p. 1·41. 
Z9. Ruth Herschberger, "Education for Frigidity," Adam's 
.Rib (New York: Harper and Row, 1948),. pp. 140-141. 
30. Herschberger, p. 153. 
31·. Herschberger, p·. 153. 
3·2. de Beauvoir, pp. 310-311~ 
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Chapter V: Struggling with the Veils_:· The Novels of Vir:ginia 
Woolf · 
No Footnotes 
Chapter VI: c·onclusion: .In Search of a Self-Image 
No Footnotes 
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.: Appendix I 
A Chronological List of th_e Original Publication Dates of the Books 
Written by Virginia Woolf which are Considered in tp.is Thesis: 
Mrs. Dalloway 
To the Lighthouse 
A Room of One's Own 
The Waves 
Three Guineas 
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